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DEAL PROCESS DESIGN IN MANAGEMENT BUYOUTS

Guhan Subramanian∗

Management buyouts (MBOs) are an economically and legally significant class of transaction: not only do they account for more than $10 billion in deal volume per year, on average, but they also play an important role in defining the relationship between inside and outside shareholders in every public company. Delaware courts and lawyers in transactional practice rely heavily on “market-check” processes to ensure that exiting shareholders receive fair value in MBOs. This Article identifies four factors that create an unlevel playing field in that market check: information asymmetries, valuable management, management financial incentives to discourage overbids, and the “ticking-clock” problem. This taxonomy of four factors allows special committees and their advisors to assess the degree to which the playing field is level in an MBO, and (by extension) the extent to which a market canvass can provide a meaningful check on the buyout price. This Article then identifies more potent deal process tools that special committees can use to level the playing field: for example, contractual commitments from management that allow the board to run the process; pre-signing rather than post-signing market checks; information rights rather than match rights; ex ante inducement fees; and approval from a majority of the disinterested shares. This Article also identifies ways that the Delaware courts can encourage the use of these more potent devices when appropriate: through the threat of entire fairness review, the application of Revlon duties, and the weight given to the deal price in appraisal proceedings. The result would be improved deal process design in MBOs and improved capital formation in the economy overall.

INTRODUCTION

Management buyouts (MBOs) lie at the intersection of two classes of transactions that corporate law treats with special care: first, MBOs are conflict transactions, because senior managers have a fiduciary duty to maximize value for the sell-side shareholders but also have buy-side interests; and second, MBOs are fundamental transactions (and therefore oftentimes economically significant) because they involve the sale of the company.1 Without appropriate protections for the non-
continuing shareholders, MBOs are vulnerable to potential abuse: among other things, management can initiate its transaction opportunistically, offering a lowball price at a time when the market price is below long-run intrinsic value, and then engineer a sale or take the company public again just a few years later at multiples of the buyout price.

The “market-check” process is generally viewed as an important protection to ensure that exiting shareholders receive fair value. In particular, a post-signing “go-shop” is disproportionately the tool of choice for special committees seeking to satisfy their duties to non-continuing shareholders. If management and its favored private equity (PE) partner offer too little, goes the logic, another buyer will step in to pay fair value. Delaware courts have been receptive to such arguments, holding that, in general, a reasonable market-canvass process satisfies the sell-side board’s Revlon duties.

This Article demonstrates why such reliance by special committees, their advisors, and the Delaware courts is unwarranted. Specifically, this Article identifies four factors that create an unlevel playing field between the inside bidder (that is, management and its favored partner) and potential third-party bidders. First, there are invariably information asymmetries between management and third parties, which fuel “winner’s curse” concerns for any outside bidder that might win. Second, incumbent management is often important for the ongoing success of the enterprise, thereby converting a common-value auction into a private-value auction, in which third-party bidders cannot reliably free-ride on the public bids of the insiders. Third, in some MBOs the “valuable-management” problem cannot be defused simply by allowing third parties to partner with management as well, because management has financial incentives to discourage overbids. And fourth, all three of these problems are exacerbated when the market check is conducted post-signing, through a go-shop process, because third parties will face a ticking clock. This Article provides examples of each of these four factors, compiled from a systematic review of all significant and contestable MBOs over the past decade. For certain factors, I use this database to quantify the magnitude of their effect.

This taxonomy of four factors allows practitioners and courts to assess the degree to which the playing field is level in an MBO, and (by extension) the extent to which a market canvass can provide a meaningful check on the buyout price. The approach also allows practitioners and courts to identify interactions among factors. The linch-
pin, this Article shows, is valuable management: when that factor is not present, the information-asymmetry problem, the problem of management’s incentives, and the ticking-clock problem all recede as well. This Article is also the first to identify a key factor in MBOs: whether the management team is a net buyer or net seller in the transaction. Consistent with practitioner intuition but unobserved by academic commentators to date, this Article provides empirical evidence suggesting that management pays lower prices in MBOs when it is a net buyer in the transaction. The implication is that courts and practitioners should be particularly insistent on procedural protections in MBOs where management is a net buyer.

For practitioners, this Article identifies the conditions under which an MBO market-check process can take place on a level playing field. But the converse is equally important: when these conditions are not present, boards and their advisors need to push for protections for noncontinuing shareholders that go beyond the ubiquitous special committee approval. For example: special committees should not allow a post-signing go-shop process to replace pre-signing hard bargaining with management. Match rights, which have become commonplace in MBOs and going-privates more generally over the past ten years, should be resisted in favor of information rights or no informational obligations whatsoever to the inside bidder. Ex ante rather than ex post inducement fees should also be part of the negotiation toolkit, and the magnitude of these fees should reflect not just out-of-pocket costs but also compensation for opportunity costs and reputational loss for unsuccessful third-party bidders. Cooperation agreements with management are also critical, on three dimensions: to help with the sale process, to leave management open to work with other bidders, and to agree to support any higher offer. And approval should be required from a majority of the disinterested shares, rather than just a majority of the outstanding shares. While all of these more potent deal technologies have appeared sporadically over the past decade, they need to be deployed more consistently by special committees, especially when all four of the factors noted above are present.

As a doctrinal matter, Delaware courts should clarify standards of review to encourage approval from a majority of disinterested shares in addition to special committee approval. This clarification would better replicate the negotiation process in arm’s-length deals. It would also align the Delaware doctrine of MBOs with the Delaware Supreme Court’s recent pronouncements on the procedural requirements required in freezeout transactions, another important class of conflict transaction and a close cousin of MBOs. In a line of cases beginning
with Weinberger v. UOP, Inc.\textsuperscript{2} in 1983 and culminating in Kahn v. M&F Worldwide Corp.\textsuperscript{3} in 2014, the Delaware Supreme Court has bolstered protections for minority shareholders in freezeout transactions, yet during this same timeframe the doctrine of MBOs has remained static. This Article proposes specific adjustments to the doctrine of MBOs that would bring their procedural protections in line with freezeout doctrine and in line with the modern realities of MBOs. In addition, this Article demonstrates why courts should not presume that plain-vanilla market-check processes satisfy the sell-side board’s Revlon duties, particularly in MBOs where the market canvass is executed through a post-signing go-shop. Instead, Delaware courts should look for more potent deal process tools in order to conclude that the market check operated on a truly level playing field. Finally, this Article demonstrates why courts should presume that the deal price provides the best indication of “fair value” in appraisal proceedings if — but only if — it is the result of an arm’s-length negotiation, subject to a meaningful market check.

As a policy matter, the findings and conclusions from this Article are relevant not only for the $100+ billion in MBO transactions announced over the past decade, but also for overall capital formation. The “law and finance” literature suggests a connection between minority shareholder protections and the development of capital markets.\textsuperscript{4} Put simply, minority shareholders will be more willing to invest at the front end if they are confident that they will be treated fairly at the back end. The more potent deal-structuring tools proposed in this Article better protect minority shareholders at the back-end exit, which facilitates minority investment and capital formation in the economy overall. The positive social welfare effect of doctrinal reforms in MBOs would be far greater than those of the Delaware courts’ reforms in freezeout transactions, for the simple reason that such MBO reforms would affect every public company.

The remainder of this Article proceeds as follows: Part II offers the 2013 MBO of Dell Inc. by its founder and CEO Michael Dell as a motivating case study. Part III generalizes from this case study to describe the four practical realities that create an unlevel playing field in MBOs. In view of these real-world dynamics, Part IV describes what boards, special committees, and their advisors should do to level the

\textsuperscript{2} 457 A.2d 701 (Del. 1983).
\textsuperscript{3} 88 A.3d 635 (Del. 2014).
\textsuperscript{4} See, e.g., Alexander Dyck & Luigi Zingales, Private Benefits of Control: An International Comparison, 59 J. FIN. 537 (2004); Rafael La Porta et al., Corporate Ownership Around the World, 54 J. FIN. 471 (1999); Rafael La Porta et al., Investor Protection and Corporate Governance, 58 J. FIN. ECON. 3 (2000); Rafael La Porta et al., Law and Finance, 106 J. POL. ECON. 1113 (1998).
I. A Motivating Case Study: The Dell MBO

In this Part, I offer a case study of the Dell MBO, which began in June 2012 and concluded in May 2016. While this deal was larger and higher-profile than most MBOs, many of the dynamics exhibited in Dell are general to all MBOs. In particular, the Dell deal exhibited four features that I discuss in more general terms in Part III. The narrative description here is meant to provide some texture and color to the general phenomena described in that Part.

A. Background

In one of the greatest business success stories of all time, Michael Dell, as a freshman at the University of Texas at Austin, founded Dell Inc. in 1984 to build personal computers. In 1988 the company went public with a market capitalization of $85 million, and in 1992 the company entered the ranks of the Fortune 500. The company grew rapidly during the boom years of the PC market in the 1990s and moved nimbly to adapt its strategy as the market shrank in the early 2000s. In March 2004, coming off 25% growth in net income the year before, Michael Dell stepped down as CEO, leaving the company “clearly . . . on solid footing” in the hands of his longtime second-in-command Kevin Rollins. But the company failed to stay abreast of new market trends, including notebook computers, and the company acquired a bad reputation for customer service. In 2006, Dell lost its position as the largest manufacturer of PCs to Hewlett-Packard. In January 2007, Michael Dell returned as CEO.

Dell saw that massive changes were needed to secure the company’s future. The PC, on which Dell had built its original success, was being crowded out by notebooks and soon by tablets and smartphones.

---

5 This case study is adapted from an unpublished Harvard Business School case study co-authored by Charlotte Krontiris and me.
8 See Gary McWilliams, Dell’s Founder to Step Down as CEO, WALL STREET J. (Mar. 5, 2004, 12:01 AM), http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB107841738906546569 [https://perma.cc/R2G5-GHB7].
9 Id.
11 Id.
12 Id.
To survive these changes, Dell would need to become a vendor not of a single piece of technology, but of “end-to-end enterprise solutions.”13 Under Dell’s direction, the company launched an aggressive mergers and acquisitions (M&A) campaign — over a six-year period it completed twenty-two acquisitions,14 including six in 2012 alone.15 “It is difficult to overstate the magnitude of the changes that have occurred at Dell in the past several years,” a Gartner analyst concluded, “from expanding into indirect channels, making greater use of contract manufacturers, becoming highly acquisitive, and moving into new technology areas such as services and software.”16 But by 2012, the transition was still not over the hump. Despite all the recent acquisitions, Dell’s “enterprise solutions” strategy still had geographical and technical holes. The company’s smartphone and tablet ventures had failed, and the company was still depending on PC sales for nearly half its revenue.17 And even that core PC business was ailing: Dell continued to lose market share, from 11.7% of all PC shipments in 2011 to 10.7% in 2012.18 Michael Dell told the board that the short term would be “very challenging” and that the transformation strategy would require “sacrific[ing] short term results.”19

B. First Moves

On June 15, 2012, while meeting with colleagues in Lagos, Nigeria,20 Michael Dell received an unexpected call from Staley Cates, President and Chief Investment Officer at Southeastern Asset Management.21 Southeastern held 8.4% of Dell, making it the largest out-
side shareholder, and Cates wanted to know whether Dell ever thought about taking the company private.\textsuperscript{22} Cates thought it might be a good idea, provided that Southeastern be permitted to “roll over” its shares into the private company. He sent Dell a spreadsheet outlining the transaction.\textsuperscript{23}

Dell was indeed interested. In recent years, the company had slipped from first to third place in the personal computer market, which itself had been losing ground to tablets and other handheld devices. Unhappy with his company’s slumping stock performance, and personally owning 16\% of the shares, Dell began to believe that taking the company private was its best hope for transformation, free from the pressure of generating short-term earnings for public investors. Over the next few weeks, Dell went back and forth with Southeastern, discussing how such a deal might be worked out.\textsuperscript{24}

One month later, Dell attended the \textit{Fortune} Brainstorm Tech conference in Aspen, Colorado.\textsuperscript{25} Also in attendance was Egon Durban, a 39-year-old managing director of private equity powerhouse Silver Lake Partners.\textsuperscript{26} At the conference, Dell met with Durban and agreed to meet again in August to discuss a possible deal.\textsuperscript{27} When they reconnected on August 10 and 14, Durban told Dell that Silver Lake was interested in an MBO of Dell.\textsuperscript{28} In between the meetings with Silver Lake, Dell called George Roberts at Kohlberg Kravis Roberts (KKR), another PE firm.\textsuperscript{29} Dell and Roberts were longtime friends — in fact, they met face-to-face at their nearby vacation homes in Hawaii.\textsuperscript{30} (Durban also owned a residence in the same area.) KKR also responded to Dell’s proposal with interest.\textsuperscript{31}

On August 14, after four days of discussions with Silver Lake and KKR, Dell informed Alex Mandl, Dell’s lead independent director, that

\begin{thebibliography}{99}
\bibitem{22} Se. Asset Mgmt., Inc., Preliminary Proxy Statement (Schedule \textit{14A}), at 7, 28 (June 6, 2013).
\bibitem{23} Dell Inc., \textit{supra} note 21, at 20.
\bibitem{24} \textit{Id}.
\bibitem{27} Dell Inc., \textit{supra} note 21, at 20.
\bibitem{28} \textit{Id}.
\bibitem{31} Carey et al., \textit{supra} note 29.
\end{thebibliography}
he was exploring the possibility of an MBO.\textsuperscript{32} At that point, Dell told Mandl that he had not committed to the idea or to a partner, but assured Mandl that he would choose the buyer that offered the best value for Dell’s other shareholders.\textsuperscript{33}

Three days later, Mandl gathered the board on a teleconference.\textsuperscript{34} Dell briefly joined the call, disclosing his discussions with Southeastern, Silver Lake, and KKR, and emphasizing his desire to proceed only with the support of the board.\textsuperscript{35} The board created a special committee, consisting of four independent directors and chaired by Mandl, which would have exclusive authority to consider any proposal from Michael Dell or others.\textsuperscript{36} Mandl told Dell that the board was open to a deal, and Dell in turn told Silver Lake and KKR.\textsuperscript{37} He did not inform Southeastern.\textsuperscript{38}

Four days later, the company released its quarterly earnings: revenue was $300 million below projections from July, and $800 million below projections from June.\textsuperscript{39} Dell’s stock price dropped 5\% on the announcement, giving Michael Dell and his team a potential window of opportunity.\textsuperscript{40}

\textbf{C. Initial Offers}

As the Dell board began organizing itself for a potential transaction, Silver Lake and KKR prepared their proposals. The board’s Special Committee retained J.P. Morgan (JPM) and Debevoise & Plimpton (Debevoise) to advise on the deal, while Michael Dell retained Wachtell, Lipton, Rosen & Katz.\textsuperscript{41} On October 23, 2012, both Silver Lake and KKR submitted preliminary proposals. Silver Lake offered to pay $11.22 to $12.16 a share, conditioned upon Michael Dell rolling over his 16\% stake in the company and making a further equity injection.\textsuperscript{42} KKR offered $12 to $13 a share, assuming both Dell and Southeastern would roll over their shares, and requesting an additional

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{32} Dell Inc., \textit{supra} note 21, at 20.
\item \textsuperscript{33} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{34} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{35} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{36} \textit{Id. at 21.}
\item \textsuperscript{37} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{38} \textit{In re Appraisal of Dell Inc.}, No. 9322, 2016 WL 3186538, at *4 (Del. Ch. May 31, 2016).
\item \textsuperscript{39} Dell Inc., \textit{supra} note 21, at 21.
\item \textsuperscript{41} Dell Inc., \textit{supra} note 21, at 20–21.
\end{itemize}
$500 million equity injection from Michael Dell.43 That day, Dell’s share price closed at $9.35.44

The Special Committee rejected both offers and retained the Boston Consulting Group (BCG) to help evaluate its strategic alternatives, including its future prospects as a public company.45 But the board’s negotiating position was rapidly deteriorating. On November 15, the company released its third quarter financial results, once again underperforming both management’s and analysts’ expectations.46 Dell stock fell 7.3%, to $8.86 per share.47

The next day, Michael Dell and company representatives met with Silver Lake and KKR. According to the proxy statement:

Mr. Dell encouraged the representatives of each of Silver Lake and [KKR] to submit revised bids that were as strong as possible. With respect to price, Mr. Dell told the representatives of each of Silver Lake and [KKR] that they should assume that he would be prepared to participate at the highest price they were willing to pay.48

On December 4, Silver Lake responded with an updated price of $12.70 per share,49 while KKR dropped out of the process, explaining that the PC market was too uncertain and Dell’s recent numbers did not inspire confidence.50 Not pleased with the prospect of having only Silver Lake to negotiate with, the Special Committee reached out to Texas Pacific Group (TPG), on the recommendation from JPM that TPG was the next most likely firm to be interested.51 But TPG also dropped out, days before its first proposal was due, citing similar concerns as did KKR.52 Meanwhile, BCG made its report to the Dell board: as a public company, Dell would likely continue to struggle to implement strategic initiatives.53

On January 10, 2013, the Special Committee retained Evercore as an additional financial advisor, with specific responsibility for running the anticipated go-shop process.54 Evercore’s retention agreement specified a monthly fee of $400,000, a flat fee of $1.5 million for Evercore’s fairness opinion, and a “Superior Transaction Fee,” equal to 0.75% of the difference between the value of any initial agreement and

---

43 Id.
44 Carey et al., supra note 29.
45 Dell Inc., supra note 21, at 28.
46 Id.
47 Id. at 29.
48 Id.
49 Id. at 30.
50 Id.
51 Id. at 31.
52 Id. at 34.
53 Id. at 35.
54 Id. at 69.
the value of a Superior Transaction that Evercore might identify during the go-shop period, with a $30 million cap on Evercore’s total fee. 55

News of a potential Dell MBO leaked on January 12, 2013. 56 Business analyst commentary in response to a rumored deal price of $14 per share was generally unfavorable. 57 Barron’s wrote: “At $14, Dell . . . would be roughly the 20th-least-expensive stock in the S&P 500, excluding financials. It is unprecedented for a large company to go private at such a paltry price-earnings ratio (P/E), and Dell’s board might have a hard time backing such a sale.” 58 Others observed that the market-check and shareholder-vote constraints would not be meaningful impediments to a deal, in view of Michael Dell’s 16% stake and his importance for the ongoing success of the company. 59

On January 15, the Special Committee held an in-person meeting with its advisors to discuss the potential solicitation of additional bids from other PE firms or strategic buyers. 60 In particular, Blackstone was an obvious candidate: not only did it have the same or greater firepower as KKR, TPG, and Silver Lake, but it also had deep expertise with Dell because David Johnson, Dell’s head of M&A, had just weeks earlier joined Blackstone as a managing director. 61 However, Evercore argued against contacting any other parties, at least “at the current stage of the process,” explaining that Blackstone could always be contacted during the go-shop process. 62 The Special Committee accepted this advice, leaving Silver Lake as the only bidder in the mix. 63

55 Id. at 80.
58 Id.
59 See, e.g., Dennis K. Berman, The Riddle: Who Is Michael Dell Working For?, WALL STREET J. (Jan. 16, 2013, 9:38 PM), http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB100014241278873237837045782461726417646 [https://perma.cc/KF3P-XEUW] (“Without Mr. Dell’s stake, it would be nearly impossible to assemble the $22 billion to $25 billion needed to buy the company. It’s also unlikely that another buyout shop or industry player would make a competing bid without Mr. Dell’s consent.”).
60 Dell Inc., supra note 21, at 37.
62 Dell Inc., supra note 21, at 37.
63 See id.
On January 16, Silver Lake upped its bid to $12.90 per share.\textsuperscript{64} The Special Committee was still not satisfied with the offer, and Mandl told Dell that he “was pessimistic that an agreement would be reached.”\textsuperscript{65} A few days later, however, Mandl reached out to Dell: the Special Committee would accept $13.75 per share.\textsuperscript{66} Silver Lake floated $13.25 per share, but Mandl flatly refused: the $13.75 proposal “was not intended to be the start of a price negotiation.”\textsuperscript{67} When Durban at Silver Lake threatened to walk away from the deal, Mandl “told him to go ahead.”\textsuperscript{68}

Instead, Silver Lake and the Dell Special Committee began a marathon three-day negotiation session. Silver Lake offered $13.50 per share, which was rejected.\textsuperscript{69} Silver Lake then went back to Michael Dell: they would raise their offer if he would roll over his shares at a lower value than the offer price.\textsuperscript{70} Dell agreed, and Silver Lake returned to the Special Committee with its “best and final” offer: $13.60 per share.\textsuperscript{71} The Special Committee refused.

Within days, Silver Lake recanted its “best and final” declaration and offered to raise the price to $13.75 per share on the condition that Dell suspend payment of its quarterly dividends until the deal closed, or $13.60 per share with dividends continuing.\textsuperscript{72} When the Special Committee again refused, Silver Lake offered another adjustment: it would pay $13.65 per share, dividends continuing.\textsuperscript{73} The Special Committee now agreed, and the board quickly followed suit.\textsuperscript{74} Finally, the parties had a deal.

The deal was announced on February 5, 2013.\textsuperscript{75} Michael Dell would roll over his existing 16% stake in the company, valued at approximately $3.4 billion, and would contribute an additional $750 million of equity, in exchange for 74.9% of the post-MBO entity.\textsuperscript{76} Silver Lake would contribute $1.4 billion in exchange for the remaining 25.1% of shares.\textsuperscript{77} Lenders would contribute $18.1 billion of financing,
including a $2 billion loan from Microsoft.\(^78\) Dell planned to stay on as chairman and CEO of his namesake company.

The deal included a go-shop period, during which Evercore would solicit higher offers. The go-shop period began on February 5, when the deal was announced, and continued for 45 calendar days, to March 23.\(^79\) The Special Committee could continue negotiating after the go-shop period expired with any “Excluded Party,” defined as a party identified during the go-shop period whose acquisition proposal “is or could reasonably be expected to result in a Superior Proposal.”\(^80\) The merger agreement also specified that Dell–Silver Lake would have a one-time match right against any Superior Proposal. This match right required the Special Committee to negotiate with Dell–Silver Lake “in good faith” for four business days “to make such adjustments in the terms and conditions of [the] Agreement” that would make the competing offer no longer a Superior Proposal.\(^81\)

To ensure a meaningful go-shop process, Michael Dell agreed to:

- explore in good faith the possibility of working with any Persons or groups of Persons regarding an Acquisition Proposal . . . including by reviewing and responding to proposals and taking part in meetings and negotiations with respect thereto; it being understood that [Michael Dell’s] decision as to whether to work with any Person or group of Persons after such good faith exploration shall be within [his] discretion.\(^82\)

However, the New York Post reported that “Silver Lake insist[ed] on being the lone PE firm to team with Michael Dell, so Blackstone or another firm would have to come up with a way to fill the $3.6 billion equity hole he would leave.”\(^83\)

In addition to the go-shop process, the Dell–Silver Lake deal required approval from a majority of Dell shareholders, excluding Dell’s own 16% stake.\(^84\) The exclusion of Michael Dell’s shares effectively raised the hurdle for shareholder approval: rather than approval from 42% of the disinterested shares \((=\frac{51-16}{100-16})\), 51% of the disinterested shares had to affirmatively approve the deal.

### D. Reactions to the Deal

The $13.65 deal price fell short of the $14.00 rumored price that commentators had viewed skeptically less than a month earlier. Ana-
lyst reaction was correspondingly lukewarm, with some suggesting that the price could “be ‘perceived as cheap.””85 In the blogosphere, the announcement was met with generally negative commentary, and sometimes outright cynicism. “The same management that [is responsible for Dell’s underperformance] now wants to buy the company at a lower price that they, in a sense, caused,” remarked an NYU finance professor.86 “That looks to me like rewarding management for a job badly done.”87

More concerning for the bidding consortium, however, was the response from shareholders. Soon after the deal was announced, the two largest Dell shareholders other than Michael Dell himself — Southeastern and mutual fund giant T. Rowe Price — voiced strong opposition, arguing that Dell stock was worth as much as $25 a share.88 In a letter to the Dell board, Southeastern called the deal “an opportunistically-timed bid to take the Company private at valuations far below Dell’s inherent value.”89 Southeastern further announced that it would “avail itself of all options at its disposal to oppose the proposed transaction”90 — and, matching speech to action, promptly hired a proxy solicitor.91

Meanwhile, Evercore was busy executing the go-shop process, contacting sixty-seven parties about bidding for Dell.92 Four more parties reached out unsolicited.93 By March 23, when the go-shop period ended, only two real alternatives had emerged: Blackstone and billionaire activist shareholder Carl Icahn.94

Blackstone submitted a nonbinding proposal offering at least $14.25 per share, with an option for shareholders to roll over their

87 Id.
90 Id.
92 Dell Inc., supra note 21, at 43.
93 Id.
94 Id. at 47.
shares subject to an unspecified cap.95 Partners in the proposed deal would include Francisco Partners, a tech-focused private equity firm based in San Francisco, and Insight Venture Partners, a private equity and venture capital firm based in New York.96 The Wall Street Journal reported that GE Capital would also be part of the deal, as Blackstone proposed to sell it Dell’s financial services branch for up to $5 billion.97 Blackstone also successfully negotiated with the Special Committee to be reimbursed for up to $25 million in bid-related expenses.98

The other proposal came from Icahn Enterprises. Icahn put forth a deal in which shareholders could either roll over their shares or sell for $15.00 per share for roughly 58% of the company.99 The deal would be financed by Icahn Enterprises and Dell’s cash on hand, as well as new debt.100 Southeastern and T. Rowe Price both pledged to roll over their shares, along with Icahn.101 The Special Committee offered to reimburse Icahn’s bid-related expenses, as with Blackstone, if Icahn would agree not to engage in a proxy fight.102 Icahn refused.103

On March 25, after the go-shop period had expired, the Special Committee designated both Blackstone and Icahn Enterprises as Excluded Parties, on the conclusion that both “could reasonably be expected to result in superior proposals.”104 However, the Special Committee’s press release noted that as “[t]here can be no assurance that either proposal will ultimately lead to a superior proposal[,] . . . the Special Committee has not changed its recommendation with respect

95 Id. at 46.
96 Carey et al., supra note 29.
99 Dell Inc., supra note 21, at 47.
100 Id.
101 Id.
to, and continues to support, the company’s pending sale to Dell and Silver Lake. In closing, the press release reminded the public of all the careful work that had gone into the Dell–Silver Lake deal: “Silver Lake Partners raised its bid six times by a total of approximately $4 billion, or over 20%, during the course of negotiations.” However appealing Blackstone and Icahn Enterprises might have seemed, the board still backed its original agreement.

Less than a month later, the deal landscape changed once more when Blackstone withdrew from the bidding process. Dealbook reported that “[f]rom the beginning, there had been dissension within Blackstone about whether it should pursue an offer” because the firm was “worried that they would be used as a stalking horse” for the Dell–Silver Lake bid. In a letter to the Special Committee, Blackstone further claimed that it had been spooked by an examination of Dell’s books, which showed the business was worse off than the firm had thought. As Blackstone wrote:

While we still believe that Dell is a leading global company with strong market positions, a number of significant adverse issues have surfaced since we submitted our letter proposal to you on March 22nd, including:

(1) an unprecedented 14 percent market decline in PC volume in the first quarter of 2013, its steepest drop in history, and inconsistent with Management’s projections for modest industry growth; and (2) the rapidly eroding financial profile of Dell.

Dell shares fell almost 4% in response, to just below the Dell–Silver Lake offer price. Meanwhile, Icahn had not been idle. On May 9, Icahn Enterprises announced that it was collaborating with Southeastern to offer a new alternative to the Dell–Silver Lake deal: shareholders could retain their shares, or sell for $12 per share to a fund financed by Dell’s cash on hand and $5 billion in new debt. In their letter to the Dell board announcing this proposal, Icahn and Southeastern let loose: “We want this board to hear from both Icahn and Southeastern loud and clear that it is insulting to shareholders’ intelligence for the Board to tell them that this Board only has the best
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108 Letter from Chinh Chu, Boulder Acquisition Corp., to Alex Mandl, Presiding Dir., Special Comm. of the Bd. of Dell Inc. (Apr. 18, 2013), reprinted in Sorkin & Cane, supra note 107.
terests of shareholders at heart . . . ” 111 The phrases “very wrong-headed,”112 “this almost absurd bargain,”113 “an opportunistic buy-out,”114 “this is a no brainer,”115 and — in all capital letters — “IT IS NOT TOO LATE TO DO THE RIGHT THING”116 all appeared in the letter. More alarming was the accompanying threat: if the Dell board did not allow shareholders to vote for the Icahn-Southeastern proposal alongside the Dell–Silver Lake proposal, Icahn and Southeastern would nominate twelve new directors at the next annual meeting.117

Through May and June 2013, battle lines were drawn. On June 18, one month before the shareholder vote, Icahn upped the ante. In an open letter, he proposed that Dell self-tender for 1.1 billion shares at a price of $14 per share.118 Once again, the deal would be financed by Dell’s cash on hand and new debt.119 While the board had heretofore refrained from definitively rejecting Icahn-Southeastern proposals, it now spoke out in no uncertain terms: “Mr. Icahn’s concept is not, in its present state, a transaction that the Special Committee could endorse and execute — there is neither financing, nor any commitment from any party to participate, nor any remedy for the company and its shareholders if the transaction is not consummated.”120

On July 1, however, Icahn published another open letter (a favorite mode of communication) announcing that he had secured lender commitments for the proposed self-tender offer.121 While the Special Committee announced that it would “be pleased to review any additional information, including financing commitments” regarding Icahn’s proposal,122 it doubled down on its support for the Dell–Silver Lake transaction, warning about “substantial downside risk” should the shareholders reject the deal.123 Icahn and Southeastern fired back with a barrage of open letters: condemning the board’s “scare tactics”;124 calling upon shareholders to perfect their appraisal rights; and
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finally refining the terms of the July 1 self-tender proposal to include, in addition to the $14 per share price, one transferrable warrant for every four shares. Icahn and Southeastern placed the value of this deal at $15.50 to $18 per share.

E. The End Game

In late June 2013, as Icahn’s self-tender proposal gained traction, the Special Committee began to lean on Michael Dell to raise his price. While Dell apparently “listened” to the board’s request, he demurred. A few days later, the word was out: Michael Dell was holding fast at his price and did not intend to raise it. The Wall Street Journal reported that “Michael Dell doesn’t plan to raise his $13.65 a share bid,” “the offer won’t get any better for investors,” and “there was mutual agreement [between Dell and Silver Lake that] they would stand firm on price.”

Despite Dell’s rebuff, the board continued to urge shareholders to vote in favor of the deal, warning that Dell stock could fall as low as $5.85 a share based on disappointing first-quarter earnings. But by July 17, things were looking down. The deal required approval from a majority of the disinterested shares outstanding, which meant that abstentions would effectively count as “no” votes. People close to the deal estimated that 30% of shares would be actively voted against the deal (including Icahn and Southeastern’s combined 12.7% of shares), leaving an uncomfortably narrow margin for Dell and Silver Lake to succeed. A further 27% of shares were not voted, many for
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unrelated institutional reasons. On July 18, with 77% of the eligible shares cast and success still uncertain, the Dell board voted to postpone the shareholder meeting for six days.

During those six days, Silver Lake and Michael Dell were forced to admit that $13.65 was not the best they were willing to offer. On July 23, the day before the rescheduled annual meeting, Dell and Silver Lake raised their per-share offer by ten cents, to $13.75, plus an eight-cent special dividend (quickly increased to a thirteen-cent special dividend) on top of an already scheduled third-quarter dividend of eight cents a share. In exchange, they asked the Dell board to replace the majority of the minority outstanding condition with majority of the minority votes cast — in effect no longer counting abstentions as no votes. For the third time, Silver Lake announced that it had made its “best and final proposal.” In an interview with Bloomberg, Michael Dell also confirmed that this was (again) his best and final offer. This time, 51% percent of the unaffiliated Dell shares were voted in favor. On October 28, 2013, the Company issued a thirteen-cent special dividend to all shareholders, and the deal closed the next day.

F. The Aftermath

Icahn and Southeastern initially indicated their desire to seek appraisal and encouraged other shareholders to follow suit, but they later reversed course and accepted the merger consideration.
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ners holding approximately thirty-two million shares (approximately 3% of Dell shares outstanding) ultimately sought appraisal in Delaware Chancery Court, but due to procedural missteps nearly all of these shareholders lost their appraisal rights.144 Most significantly, twenty-seven million shares owned by T. Rowe Price were knocked out of the appraisal proceeding due to what the investment firm characterized as a computer error, even though T. Rowe Price had adamantly opposed the deal and had publicly declared its intention to seek appraisal.145

For the 5.2 million shares that remained eligible for appraisal, the Delaware Chancery Court held a closely watched trial in October 2015.146 In May 2016, the court ruled that the fair value of Dell at the time of closing was $17.62 per share, representing a 28% premium over the $13.75 per share deal price.147 With interest, the shareholders who successfully sought appraisal would receive $20.84 per share. The Wall Street Journal reported on its front page that the Dell MBO “shortchanged shareholders by more than $6 billion . . . vindicating critics of the controversial deal who argued it favored Mr. Dell and his partners.”148 But the Journal further noted that “the victory is a hollow one for former Dell investors, few of whom are eligible for compen- sation due to the intricacies of Delaware law.”149

Meanwhile, Michael Dell was hard at work implementing massive operational changes at his namesake company. Three months after the deal closed, he told the Dallas Morning News that “we’re all done with whiners” (referencing the former public shareholders), and signaled

144 In re Appraisal of Dell Inc., 143 A.3d 20, 22–23, 32 (Del. Ch. 2016) (holding that plaintiffs owning over 31 million shares of Dell stock did not have a right of appraisal due to failure of the Dissenter Requirement); In re Appraisal of Dell Inc., No. 9322, 2015 WL 4313206, at *3 (Del. Ch. July 13, 2015, revised July 30, 2015) (finding that plaintiffs owning at least 922,975 shares of Dell stock did not have right of appraisal due to failure of Continuous Holder Requirement since shares were held through another institution); see also Steven Davidoff Solomon, Funds Challenging Dell Bid Find Shares Aren’t Really Theirs, N.Y. TIMES: DEALBOOK (July 21, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/22/business/dealbook/funds-find-they-dont-really-own-dell-shares.html [https://perma.cc/32B7-XTSA] (discussing 2015 case).
147 Appraisal of Dell, 2016 WL 3186538, at *51
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that the prospects for the company were excellent—a sharp contrast from the bleak assessment of future prospects just a year earlier. In November 2014, a year after the MBO, he wrote in the Wall Street Journal: “[I]n the past year we have made investments of several hundred million dollars in areas with significant time horizons, such as cloud and analytics.” That same month, Bloomberg reported that Michael Dell and Silver Lake had made “a paper gain of at least 90% on their investment” in Dell. In October 2015, Dell announced the acquisition of EMC for $67 billion, the largest tech-company acquisition in history. Tech website ZDNet estimated synergies of $1 billion from the deal, observing that “[t]he sales teams are largely complementary and the product lines fit together well.” Of course, the Dell shareholders who exited in 2013 will not share in any of these synergies, or in any of the other post-MBO improvements implemented by Michael Dell and his team.

II. PRACTICAL REALITIES IN MBOs

The Dell deal illustrates several features that are present in many MBOs: top management knows more about the company than third parties know; management is thought to be essential for the success of the ongoing enterprise; there is a “ticking clock” on third-party bids, due to the go-shop window; and top management is a net buyer in the transaction. In this Part, I develop a general model of MBOs that generalizes from these features, and I examine the implications of these

150 Michael Dell: After Buyout, ‘We’re All Done with Whiners’, DALL. MORNING NEWS (Dec. 15, 2013, 9:03 PM), http://www.dallasnews.com/business/technology/headlines/20131215-michael-dell-after-buyout-were-all-done-with-whiners [https://perma.cc/YNL-P3MC] (Q: “Will you even consider publicly saying where your business is at or not?” A: “Revenue to date for the company has been about $780 billion, so there’s your information. What more do you need to know?” Q: “Somebody will want to know at the end of next year how you are doing.” A: “It’ll be a lot more than $780 billion.”).
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features for whether the market-check process takes place on a level playing field.

I begin with the intuition that, in general, an auction mechanism should yield effective price discovery in the M&A marketplace.\textsuperscript{156} Two prominent auction theorists have developed a theoretical model validating this intuition that an auction always maximizes value.\textsuperscript{157} One well-known M&A handbook similarly states:

\textit{[A]uctions are still generally believed to be the best way of ensuring that the highest possible price is obtained. The same sentiment probably drives the seller to use auction methods for sales of divisions or subsidiaries of companies. Also, who can fault a corporate executive for the price he or she agrees to if it was the result of a competitive bid procedure?} \textsuperscript{158}

In the context of MBOs, this conventional wisdom manifests itself as reliance on a “market canvass” to ensure that management is paying fair value.\textsuperscript{159} One implication of this logic is that special committees do not need to negotiate aggressively with management because any below-market offer will be “jumped” by a third-party buyer.\textsuperscript{160} Of course, the management buyer, foreseeing this and not wanting to be jumped, will offer fair value in the first instance. The market-check process replaces the special committee’s need for meaningful negotiations, because the implicit or explicit auction with third-party buyers does all the “work” of ensuring fair value is paid to the exiting shareholders.

But this logic only holds if third-party bidders can participate on a level playing field. In fact, four institutional details and practical realities make auctions less effective as a tool for price discovery in MBOs: information asymmetries, valuable management, management’s finan-

\textsuperscript{156} Guhan Subramanian, NegotiaUctions: New Dealmaking Strategies for a Competitive Marketplace 34 (2010) (“Just hold an auction, interested parties will show up, and the price will be bid up or down (depending on whether you are buyer or seller) to your advantage.”).

\textsuperscript{157} Jeremy Bulow & Paul Klemperer, Auctions Versus Negotiations, 86 AM. ECON. REV. 180, 189 (1996) (arguing that “[w]ith independent signals and risk-neutral bidders, an . . . auction with \(N + 1\) bidders is more profitable in expectation than any negotiation with \(N\) bidders,” id. at 180, and concluding that this “result suggests that the value of negotiating skill is small relative to the value of additional competition,” id. at 180). Another theoretical model finds that auctions, but not negotiations, are evolutionarily stable in the marketplace. See generally Xiaohua Lu & R. Preston McAfee, The Evolutionary Stability of Auctions over Bargaining, 15 GAMES & ECON. BEHAV. 228 (1996).


\textsuperscript{159} See Guhan Subramanian, Go-Shops vs. No-Shops in Private Equity Deals: Evidence and Implications, 63 BUS. LAW. 729, 730 (2008).

\textsuperscript{160} Consistent with the prior literature, I define a “jump bid” as a postsigning offer for the company. See, e.g., id. at 729–31; see also J. Russel Denton, Note, Stacked Deck: Go-Shops and Auction Theory, 60 STAN. L. REV. 1520, 1550 (2008) (“A jump bid is a situation in which a third-party makes a bid on a company after an initial merger agreement has been signed.”).
cial incentives to discourage an overbid, and (in go-shop MBOs) the ticking-clock problem. These factors are not included in standard economic models of auctions, yet they are important for assessing the effectiveness of MBO processes in practice. I discuss each of these four factors in turn, with illustrations from Dell and other MBOs as appropriate.

In order to estimate the magnitude of these different factors, I constructed a new database of MBOs. I searched the MergerMetrics database for all MBOs (as identified by the “Management Buyout” and/or “13E-3” flag) announced between January 2006 and June 2015. I eliminated transactions smaller than $50 million in value, as well as transactions where a single shareholder or voting group held more than 35% of the shares, in order to focus on economically meaningful transactions that were contestable. I also excluded transactions where the conflicted party was a longtime institutional shareholder and one transaction (U.S. Xpress Enterprises, Inc.) where management’s offer was unsolicited or hostile. The resulting sample includes forty-four transactions, with a total transaction value of $100 billion (the “MBO Sample”).

For each deal in the MBO Sample, I examined the “Background to the Merger” section of the proxy statement as well as public reports to code key features of the deal process. I examined the “Financing” and “Sources of Funding” sections of the proxy statement to determine management’s buy-side and sell-side participation in the deal. I obtained stock price data from the Center for Research in Securities Prices (CRSP) database.

I find that approximately half (twenty-one out of forty-four) of the deals in the MBO Sample were go-shop deals, while the remaining twenty-three used the traditional no-shop route. Within the go-shop subsample, I find that eight out of the twenty-one deals (38%) were “pure” go-shops, in which the special committee negotiated solely with
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management and a single PE partner before announcing the deal. The remaining thirteen deals (62%) were “add-on” go-shops, in which the special committee conducted both a pre- and postannouncement market canvass. This split is the opposite of what I reported in my study of 2007–2008 go-shops, in which I found twenty-nine out of forty-eight (60%) were pure go-shops and the remaining nineteen out of forty-eight (40%) were add-on go-shops, though the difference between the two samples is not statistically significant at traditional confidence levels.\footnote{Id. at 745.}

I also find an overall “jump rate” of 9\% in the MBO Sample, which is consistent with the jump rate reported in Coates & Subramanian (2000) for arm’s-length deals\footnote{Coates & Subramanian, supra note 162, at 315 (reporting 6\% jump rate).} and Cain & Davidoff (2011) for MBOs.\footnote{Matthew D. Cain & Steven M. Davidoff, Form over Substance? The Value of Corporate Process and Management Buy-Outs, 36 DEL. J. CORP. L. 849, 886 (2011) (reporting 12.8\% jump rate).} Two of the MBOs that were jumped were go-shop deals (Silicon Storage Technology and Quest Software), and two were no-shop deals (EGL, Inc. and RAE Systems). The fact that jump rates are approximately the same in MBOs as in arm’s-length deals does not necessarily mean that the playing field is level in MBOs, because sophisticated practitioners will price deals according to the perceived risk of third-party competition. That is, management and a PE sponsor would rationally offer less to the special committee (and the special committee would rationally accept less) because the very fact of an unlevel playing field would reduce the threat of third-party competition. In fact, because of the endogeneity of deal pricing, jump rates in MBOs and arm’s-length deals should be approximately the same in equilibrium, since there is no reason to believe that the error rate on deal pricing (which in turn drives jump bids) should be different in MBOs versus arm’s-length deals.

Instead of drawing inferences from jump rates, then, I examine the four instances of deal jumping to identify the conditions under which the playing field is more level, and jump bids can occur. I examine SST and Quest Software in section II.B below, and EGL and RAE Systems in section II.C.

A. Information Asymmetries

It is well understood that MBO processes present an information-asymmetry problem because management knows more about the company than any third-party bidder. A Barron’s commentary applied this commonsensical principle to assess the Dell deal when rumors began to float in February 2013:
If a fine company like Dell . . . suffers reverses in its stock price and earnings because of how the market views the future of computing and connecting, we outside stockholders can buy a few shares of stock, just sit there, fingers crossed, and hope for better days. But if you are Michael Dell or Dell’s top managers or its investment bankers, you are in an entirely different position from the outside investors, even very large outside investors. You are actually in a position to know in detail what Dell is worth, as a whole and segment by segment. You know how changes will move earnings and how much a breakup and sale will yield, compared with the stock valuation at any given time. You can buy the whole company. That way, you can arbitrage the value of the company — what you know to be its real value or, at any rate, its likely value — against the stock price, and make some real money.167

The consequence of information asymmetries is the well-known winner’s curse problem: if a third-party bidder wins the auction, it knows that it has paid more than the “smart money” (that is, management), in which case it has likely overpaid; and if the third party bids and loses, it has spent time and money with nothing to show for its efforts. As one commentator puts it: “Just as Person B would not want to bid against Person A for the content[s] of Person A’s wallet, no financial buyer would want to bid against a financial buyer working with management.”168

This sentiment is particularly true if management gets a “match right” as part of the merger agreement, which gives management and its PE partner the right to match any competing bid.169 In the absence of a match right, a third-party bidder might make a bid with a “short fuse” that cannot be shopped back to management.170 But with a match right, there is no pathway to success for a third-party bidder that does not involve management explicitly declining to make an overbid.

In Negotiauctions, I provide implications of the winner’s curse problem for bidding strategy:

[B]idders should look forward and reason back as follows: “When I am the high bidder (the only scenario that matters), what do I know that I don’t know now?” The answer is that everyone else . . . guessed lower [on intrinsic value] than I did. “Would I feel comfortable making this bid, knowing this fact?” The answer could be yes. Some bidders have expertise that gives them an “edge” over others; that is, they are able to assess
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value better than anyone else can. . . . [But without an edge,] winner’s curse concerns apply in full force. 171

In the context of MBOs, not only do outside bidders not have an “edge,” they are typically at a disadvantage relative to the inside bidder due to information asymmetries. This information-asymmetry problem between management and potential third-party bidders creates an unlevel playing field in an MBO process. Without an edge, third parties will be rationally deterred from bidding in order to avoid the winner’s curse.

The Dell MBO illustrates these points. Michael Dell is one of the creators of the personal computer industry. He is the founder of Dell and had been the CEO for nearly thirty years before the MBO offer in 2013. 172 That he would have an informational advantage about the future of the personal computer industry and Dell is self-evident. Any winning bidder against Michael Dell would face a serious risk of succumbing to the winner’s curse problem. Third-party bidders, foreseeing this dilemma, would rationally be deterred from bidding, absent significant synergies or other private sources of value that would outweigh Dell’s informational advantage. 173

The general phenomenon of information asymmetries in MBOs is well understood and well accepted among M&A practitioners. I now discuss two aspects of transactional practice that are less well developed, but that have the potential to amplify information asymmetries in important ways.

1. **Differential Access to Management.** — In the modern M&A marketplace, most MBO processes (and M&A deals in general) make use of an electronic data room, through which all bidders get access to the same hard information once they have signed a confidentiality agreement. 174 However, the inside bidder will invariably get a more subjective assessment on the numbers from management than outside bidders will have. This “gloss” and “color” is typically vital to understanding the true financial health of the company. Preferential access is likely not only because the inside PE firm is the preferred partner for management, but also because management may have financial in-
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173 Blackstone might have been the least susceptible to the information asymmetry problem because of David Johnson — a Blackstone Managing Director who had left Dell as head of M&A just weeks earlier. However, press reports make clear that even Blackstone wanted Michael Dell to stay on as CEO, suggesting that there was still a “special sauce” that he added that David Johnson could not. See Matt Wirz & Sharon Terlep, Blackstone Is Open to Keeping Michael Dell as CEO, WALL STREET J. (Mar. 27, 2013, 8:56 PM), http://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127
857312350104578136593802882944 [https://perma.cc/YY3W-TQMX].

174 An important exception exists for strategic buyers, which may get limited access to the data room due to confidentiality concerns.
centives to discourage third-party bidders. In this situation, management will have reasons to downplay future performance to third-party bidders, which will deter third parties or at least cause them to bid less.

In theory, this problem of differential and/or biased access to management can be mitigated through contractual commitments. In the J.Crew MBO, for example, CEO Millard (“Mickey”) Drexler’s Cooperation Agreement required:

1. participation in meetings, presentations, due diligence sessions and other sessions with persons interested in making a takeover proposal;
2. assistance in the preparation of solicitation materials, offering documents and similar documents to be used in connection with such efforts; and
3. cooperation and assistance in obtaining any consents, waivers, approvals and authorizations for and in connection with any takeover proposal.

As is apparent from the plain language, it would be virtually impossible to detect any breach beyond the bright-line requirements; therefore enforceability becomes difficult. It is also important to note that the Drexler Cooperation Agreement is more demanding than those in most MBOs. In the Laureate Education MBO, for example, CEO Douglas L. Becker was merely required to “continue to perform his management functions consistent in all material respects with past practice” during the go-shop phase.

A soft or nonexistent cooperation agreement can fuel information asymmetry concerns among prospective bidders. In the Laureate MBO, for example, a hypothetical winning bidder would logically assume that Becker provided certain color to KKR (his PE partner) on data room items, which caused KKR to drop out of the bidding. This qualitative difference would fuel the winner’s curse concerns.

Even if management wished to give the same degree of access to third-party bidders, this is typically not feasible because of the large head start that inside bidders often have against prospective third parties. In the Dell MBO, Silver Lake had access to the data room in early September 2012, while the go-shop bidders did not gain access until February 2013. By the time the go-shop period expired on March

175 See infra section II.C, pp. 624–29.
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23. Blackstone had had access to the data room for one month, compared to nearly seven months for Silver Lake.\(^{179}\) A March 30 Evercore email reminded certain Dell employees: “[W]e all have to be mindful that Blackstone is looking to accomplish in 4–6 weeks what [Silver Lake] had six months to do, with the full support and insight of the CEO and founder behind them.”\(^{180}\)

Not only does the inside bidder have a head start, but it also has exclusivity with management until the time that management decides to inform the board. In contrast, during the pre-signing phase, management may have to divide its time between the inside bidder and other PE firms. And post-signing, to the extent that the deal is subject to a go-shop, management will need to divide its time among all the bidders that sign confidentiality agreements.

2. **Possibility of Opportunistic Behavior.** — In my research on freezeout transactions, I observed that a controlling shareholder can maximize the effect of information asymmetries by executing the freezeout at a time “when it perceives that the market price of the target stock is lower than its intrinsic value.”\(^{181}\) A controlling shareholder can even use information asymmetries to manipulate the market price, which sets the baseline for the buyout price:

Consider the case of a one-time positive NPV project, for which the only question is whether to implement the project before or after the freezeout. If the project is not completely transparent to the marketplace, a controller might rationally delay this investment until after the freezeout, in order to reap the full benefit rather than sharing the benefit with the minority. This value diversion would be difficult to detect, and, even if detected, would likely be protected by the business judgment rule, particularly if there were some plausible basis for the delay (e.g., reduced risk due to the delay).\(^{182}\)

The same concern exists in MBOs: management can initiate an MBO when the information asymmetry between insiders and outsiders is the largest and/or manipulate the market price that sets the baseline for the deal price.\(^{183}\) Consider the MBO of Dole Food Com-
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Although insider trading restrictions prevent the most egregious forms of this kind of opportunism, the controller may be able to take advantage of smaller pieces of nonpublic information, which individually do not meet the test for materiality, but collectively give the controller greater insight than the public minority shareholders about the intrinsic value of the company.

Id.

182 Id. at 33.
183 The combination of information asymmetries and opportunistic timing also highlights why simple analysis of deal premiums in MBOs versus third-party deals is not appropriate. For ex-
pany. Without telling the board, CEO C. Michael Carter cancelled a stock repurchase program on May 28, 2013, which caused the Dole stock price to drop by 10%. Two weeks later, on June 10, Carter and 40% shareholder David Murdock made a buyout proposal to the board at $12.00, which represented an 18% premium over the most recent $10.20 per share price, but only an 8% premium over the stock price the day before the stock repurchase program was cancelled. Carter and Murdock eventually raised their price to $13.50 per share, which the Dole board approved, though their approval relied on Carter’s claim of $20 million in cost savings when the real number was $50 million. Two years later, in August 2015, the Delaware Chancery Court found that Murdock’s and Carter’s deceptive actions had cost the Dole shareholders at least $2.74 per share, or 20% of the deal price, amounting to $148 million in total damages.

In a sharply worded opinion, Vice Chancellor Laster observed that “[a]cademic research has found a correlation between management-led buyouts and lowered guidance, increased reserves, and other measures that reduce the apparent performance of a company during periods before the announcement of the buyout,” and further noted that the Dole MBO itself “provides a real-world example of this phenomenon.”

ample, some commentators have defended MBO pricing on the grounds that deal premiums are statistically indistinguishable between leveraged buyouts (LBOs) and MBOs. This analysis misses the point that management can time its offer when intrinsic value is higher than current market price, while third-party bidders have no such informational advantage. Therefore, even if premiums in MBOs and LBOs are the same, it is possible (if not likely) that management pays lower premiums over intrinsic value than third-party buyers. The point is not that opportunistic timing exists in all MBOs, but simply that one implication of opportunistic timing is that simple premium analysis is unable to meaningfully assess the quality of outcomes for noncontinuing shareholders.

184 This deal is not included in the MBO Sample because David Murdock was a controlling shareholder in Dole.
186 See id. at *15.
187 Id. at *18, *23.
189 In re Dole Food, 2015 WL 5052214, at *26 n.13. Vice Chancellor Laster cited a long string of sources in support of this proposition. See id.
190 Id.; see In re Emerging Commcn’s Inc. S’holder Litig., No. 16415, 2004 WL 1305745, at *32 (Del. Ch. May 3, 2004) (“Because ECM’s stock price was depressed, [Chairman & CEO Jeffrey] Prosser abandoned that proposal at the eleventh hour and ‘flipped’ the deal for his sole personal benefit to take advantage of the temporarily and artificially depressed stock price. That stock price then became the ‘floor’ for the equally depressed and unfair Privatization price . . . .”); Sealy Mattress Co. of N.J. v. Sealy, Inc., 532 A.2d 1324, 1336 (Del. Ch. 1987) (finding that the defen-
To summarize, while even “plain vanilla” information asymmetries create an unlevel playing field between the inside bidder and prospective third-party bidders, these information asymmetries can be amplified by the practical realities of differential access to management and the possibility of opportunistic behavior. The resulting unlevel playing field creates impediments to a prospective third-party bid, and (by implication) weakens the usefulness of a market check for effective price discovery in an MBO process.

B. Valuable Management

Valuable management presents another impediment to a third-party bid, if management is not available (either explicitly or implicitly) to partner with other bidders. In effect, valuable management converts a common-value auction (in which all bidders are trying to estimate the same thing, namely, the value of the company) to a private-value auction (in which the inside bidder has a private, idiosyncratic source of value in the form of management).

MBOs are often initiated by valuable management. The Dell MBO provides a rare opportunity to quantify this value, due to the natural experiment of Michael Dell leaving and then rejoining Dell in 2004 and 2007 respectively. In both instances, the announcements were surprises to the marketplace, making them relatively clean for event study analysis.\(^{191}\) When Dell announced that he would be giving up the CEO role on March 4, 2004, the company’s market capitalization declined by approximately $1.2 billion.\(^{192}\) This market reaction occurred despite the fact that Dell retained the Chairman role, and despite the fact that he was turning over the CEO role to his longtime second-in-command, Kevin Rollins. When Dell’s return as CEO was announced on January 31, 2007, the company’s market capitalization increased by approximately $2.5 billion.\(^{193}\)

The private value created by valuable management changes third-party bidding strategy in an important way. In a common-value auc-

---

\(^{191}\) For an example of event study analysis, see Bo Becker, Daniel Bergstresser & Guhan Subramanian, Does Shareholder Proxy Access Improve Firm Value? Evidence from the Business Roundtable’s Challenge, 56 J.L. & ECON. 127 (2013).


\(^{193}\) Id. The Delaware Chancery Court accepted these analyses as a rough approximation of the valuable-management problem in the Dell MBO. See id. The court continued that “Mr. Dell’s relationships with customers may have been one of the sources of his value,” citing evidence from contemporaneous sources. See id. at *43 n.42.
tion, bidders’ signals are “affiliated,” which means that outside bidders can free ride on the “smart money” of inside bidders. For example, several years after the iconic auction of Revlon in 1985, Steve Fraidin (then a lawyer at Fried Frank representing Ted Forstmann in the deal) explained to me:

At one point there was a negotiation between the parties to try to settle the situation, and my client [Forstmann] tells Perelman, “We have a big advantage: we have confidential information, you don’t have any. We know what to bid and you do not.” Perelman, who was a smart man, said, “Actually, I have even better information than you have because I know what you’re bidding. And once I know what you’re bidding and I know how smart you are and I know that you have all the confidential information, I know I can bid a nickel more and still have a good deal.” And he was absolutely right.

Because Revlon was an auction between two financial buyers (Forstmann Little and Ron Perelman), the contest was primarily a common-value situation. This meant that bidders’ signals were affiliated, and Perelman could effectively free ride on the bids from Forstmann Little (ultimately winning the auction with this strategy).

In contrast, when management is a critical ingredient for the ongoing success of the company, a market canvass is more akin to a private-value auction. In this scenario, the inside bidder has private value due to the fact that the company without management is worth less. A strategy of free riding on the insider’s bids risks paying for the value added by management without actually realizing that value once the deal closes. Third-party bidders cannot simply “bid a nickel more” because they don’t necessarily have access to the same valuable management.

Information asymmetries and valuable management are two distinct causes of third-party bidder deterrence — one can exist without the other. Consider information asymmetry but nonvaluable management: management knows better than outsiders what the company is worth, but management does not add private value itself. Or consider

---


196 See, e.g., Adam Shell & Matt Krantz, *HCA Agrees to Be Bought Out for $20.8 Billion*, USA TODAY (July 25, 2006, 3:31 AM), http://usatoday30.usatoday.com/money/industries/health/2006-07-24-hca_x.htm [https://perma.cc/CP8L-9TAN] (“HCA can consider higher bids in the next 50 days, but analysts say it is unlikely that another suitor will come forward. ’It will be tough for a third-party to move in, given how large the transaction is and the fact that a lot of the large players are in this deal,’ says Kemp Dolliver, at Cowen & Co. Another obstacle to a competing bid: HCA founder Dr. Thomas F. Frist Jr., is part of the buyout consortium.”).
the opposite, valuable management but no information asymmetry: everyone knows what the company is worth, including the fact that the company is worth more with management. Either of these situations on its own creates an unlevel playing field between the inside bidder and third-party bidders.

Of course, the combination of information asymmetries and valuable management is even more of a deterrent than either on its own: management knows better than outsiders what the company is worth, and some of that value is added by management (and management knows better than outsiders how much). In this scenario there is a significant wedge between the insider bidder and third-party bidders.197

To be clear, the purpose of this analysis is not to criticize valuable management (which of course is a good thing); it is simply to point out the implications of this feature for the effectiveness of a market canvass in an MBO process. Management does not have an obligation to work with third-party bidders, but when management chooses not to do so (either implicitly or explicitly), and when management is valuable, a market canvass process is no longer a useful mechanism for price discovery. The general point is that valuable management converts a common-value situation into a private-value situation, fuels information-asymmetry problems, and creates an unlevel playing field between the inside bidder and potential third-party bidders.

197 Directors might extract some or all of this wedge through their own compensation arrangements with their PE partner. Assuming that any prospective third-party buyer would simply match these compensation arrangements, the valuable-management problem would become smaller, and the auction would become closer to a common-value auction, because management would have taken some fraction of its own value “off the table.” However, the magnitude of the valuable-management problem makes it unlikely that the full surplus could be extracted through standard compensation arrangements (that is, salary and bonus). Recall for example the estimates of $1.2–$2.5 billion in the case of Michael Dell. As a practical matter, in any deal where the valuable-management problem was nontrivial, management would have to extract its value through a higher price for its equity on the sell-side, or a lower price on the buy-side. The former strategy would raise significant fiduciary duty concerns, cf. In re Delphi Fin. Grp. S’holder Litig., No. 7144, 2012 WL 729232, at *17 (Del. Ch. Mar. 6, 2012) (finding that plaintiffs were “reasonably likely to be able to demonstrate at trial that in negotiating for disparate consideration and only agreeing to support the merger if he received it, Rosenkrantz [the CEO] violated duties to the stockholders”), and neither strategy finds any precedent in the MBO Sample. In fact, positive valuable management might leave some of its value on the table precisely in order to create a wedge that protects the deal, which then improves the long-term profitability of the deal for management. Even if management did negotiate for some substantial fraction of the surplus that it added, management could not extract from the deal the “negative surplus” that would arise among rank-and-file employees if valuable management left the company due to a third-party overbid. (Consider for example the value loss to Dell Inc. if Michael Dell left the company due to an overbid.) This negative surplus puts another wedge between the inside bidder and prospective outside bidders, in ways that are analytically identical to the positive surplus created by valuable management. I thank Professor Louis Kaplow for helpful conversations on this point.
When management is not valuable, the other three sources of bidder deterrence in MBOs largely go away. Without private value added by management, third-party bidders (like Perelman at Revlon) can free ride on the inside bids. This extinguishes the information-asymmetry problem, because the inside bid contains a strong signal of value; and it extinguishes the ticking-clock problem (discussed in section II.D below), because there is no need for time-consuming due diligence as soon as the inside bid is revealed. Therefore, third-party bids in MBO processes are most likely when the private value added by management is small or nonexistent.

To illustrate this last point, consider the MBO of Silicon Storage Technology (SST). CEO Bing Yeh and COO Yaw Wen Hu partnered with Prophet Equity to offer $2.10 per share for the company, or $201 million in total value, on November 13, 2009.\footnote{Josh Beckerman, $2.10 a Share Is Only a Memory for Silicon Storage, WALL STREET J. (Mar. 8, 2010, 9:16 PM), http://blogs.wsj.com/privateequity/2010/03/08/213-a-share-is-only-a-memory-for-silicon-storage [https://perma.cc/QWQS-VCE9].} Yeh held 11.3% of the shares and Hu held 1.4% of the shares at the time of the deal,\footnote{Complaint for Breach of Fiduciary Duties at 2–3, Fisher v. Silicon Storage Tech., Inc., No. 109CV157444 (Cal. Super. Ct. Nov. 16, 2009), 2009 WL 3869623.} and both were expected to roll over their stakes into the new company.\footnote{Beckerman, supra note 198.} Analysts commented on the low price (amounting to a 13% premium over the announcement-day share price),\footnote{Id.; see, e.g., Brenon Daly, A Management Buy-Under at Silicon Storage Technology?, INORGANIC GROWTH (Nov. 18, 2009), https://blogs.the451group.com/techdeals/semiconductors/a-management-buy-under-at-silicon-storage-technology [https://perma.cc/CYY-YKUQ].} and the stock closed that same day at 7% above the offer price.\footnote{See Beckerman, supra note 198 (noting that the stock closed at $2.24 per share after the announcement).} One SST director (Bryant Riley) voted against the proposed MBO and then resigned from the board.\footnote{Daly, supra note 201.} The deal included a forty-five-day go-shop period to look for a higher bidder.\footnote{Beckerman, supra note 198.}

On February 3, Microchip Technology offered $2.85 per share.\footnote{Id.} After a bidding contest with Cerberus,\footnote{Id.} another third-party bidder, Microchip eventually closed the deal at $3.05 per share in April 2010 — representing a 45% premium over the initial MBO offer of $2.10.\footnote{Microchip Tech Sews Up Silicon Storage Deal, N.Y. TIMES: DEALBOOK (Apr. 9, 2010, 5:18 AM), http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2010/04/09/microchip-tech-sews-up-silicon-storage-deal [https://perma.cc/E3S8-6U5Q].}
Yeh left SST at the closing, suggesting that Microchip did not view him as essential for the ongoing enterprise.

Similarly, in the Quest Software MBO, CEO Vincent Smith partnered with Insight Venture Partners to offer $23 per share for the company, or roughly $2 billion in total value, on March 9, 2012. Smith owned approximately 34% of the company, which gave him a substantial leg-up in the sixty-day go-shop process. None other than Dell Inc. nevertheless made a superior proposal at $25.50 per share. If Smith did not support the Dell proposal, the deal included a novel, three-part structure to level the playing field: (1) an option for Dell to acquire 19.9% of the Quest shares; (2) a breakup fee of 2.0% of the transaction value if shareholders voted down the deal (that is, a “naked no vote” termination fee); and (3) a 3.5% breakup fee if the Dell offer were subsequently trumped. After a prolonged bidding contest, Dell won with an offer of $28.00 per share. The deal closed in July 2012, and Smith (like Yeh) left the company shortly thereafter.

In both SST and Quest, I infer that management was not essential to the ongoing enterprise from the fact that both CEOs left shortly after the deal closed. This feature has important implications for bidder deterrence: as noted above, when the private value of management is small or nonexistent, third-party bidders can effectively free ride off inside bids, which mitigates the information-asymmetry problem and the ticking-clock problem.

---


210 See id.


212 See Press Release, Quest Software, supra note 211.

213 See Bort, supra note 211.

C. Management Financial Incentives to Discourage Overbids

In the more common situation where management is valuable, a natural way for a third-party bidder to mitigate the private value problem described in the prior section is to partner with management. In theory at least, partnering with the CEO gives a third-party bidder the same access to the private value generated by the CEO, and therefore puts the third-party bidder on a level playing field with the incumbent buyout team. However, this theoretical ability to achieve a level playing field can be compromised by the management team’s own financial incentives.

A CEO is both a buyer and a seller in an MBO. As the price goes up, he gets more money for his shares as a seller, but he also pays more for the shares as a buyer. The CEO’s overall financial incentive will depend on whether he is a net buyer or net seller of the company’s stock in the transaction.

Assessing the direction of a conflict of interest in the corporate context typically involves calculating the percentage ownership for the conflicted party on the buy-side and sell-side. In the case of Commonwealth REIT, for example, observers noted that the father-and-son team of Adam and Barry Partnoy owned 100% of Reit Management & Research (RMR) but only 0.8% of Commonwealth REIT; therefore they had financial incentives to engineer transactions between RMR and Commonwealth that favored RMR.215 In the case of Satyam, commentators observed after the fact that Satyam Chairman Ramalinga Raju and Managing Director Rama Raju owned approximately 35% of Maytas Properties (“Satyam” spelled backwards) and Maytas Infrastructure, but only about 9% of Satyam; therefore they would have incentives to construct deals that favored Maytas over Satyam.216

The MBO context is different because of the leverage that is typically introduced on the buy-side of the transaction. Consider a stylized example, in which an all-equity public company has a value of $100 and 100 shares outstanding. Management owns 20% of the shares, worth $20. In the MBO, management will roll over five shares to the

---

215 See, e.g., CommonWealth Can Make Us Commoners Wealthy, SEEKING ALPHA (Feb. 26, 2013), http://seekingalpha.com/article/1228401-commonwealth-can-make-us-commoners-wealthy [https://perma.cc/UF3J-QGCS] (“The management and board members for Commonwealth own only 0.8% of the outstanding shares of CommonWealth, but own 100% of RMR. The estimate by Corvex/Related that [Commonwealth REIT] has paid out $200 million of management fees to RMR — during a period in which [Commonwealth REIT’s] market cap has declined by $647 million — draws this relationship into question.”).

new entity; its PE partner will supply $5 of capital for another five shares; and debt financing will replace the remaining ninety shares. In this transaction management owns 20% of the equity on the sell-side (twenty out of one hundred shares) and 50% on the buy-side (five out of ten shares), yet it still favors a higher price in the MBO because it is selling fifteen out of its twenty shares into the deal. If a 10% overbid comes in with the same leverage on the buy-side, management will sell its fifteen shares for $16.50 rather than $15, and still roll over five shares for 50% of the equity. As long as management is a net seller in the MBO, it will favor a higher price even if its percentage interest on the buy-side is greater than its percentage interest on the sell-side. Conversely, if management is a net buyer — for example, rolling over 100% of its equity and injecting additional cash — then it prefers a lower price in the MBO.

This analysis has implications for the CEO’s receptivity to engaging with potential third-party bidders. If the CEO is a net buyer in the transaction, the CEO will have personal financial incentives to discourage overbids, which push the price up. A well-advised CEO would of course make representations of being willing to work with third-party bidders, in order to maximize the price paid to exiting shareholders, but these representations will have limited credibility in this scenario. To the extent that the CEO is essential for the ongoing value of the enterprise, no buyout group would want to partner with a reluctant CEO.

For this reason a prospective third-party bidder is caught in a catch-22: without partnering with the CEO, the third party does not realize the private value that comes from such partnership, but partnering with a reluctant CEO may destroy the very private value that the third party is seeking to achieve in the first place. Recognizing this problem, third parties in net-buyer situations will rationally be deterred from bidding. The magnitude of the deterrence will depend on the magnitude of the private value that the CEO and management bring to the table, as well as the magnitude of the CEO’s financial incentive on the buy-side of the transaction.

To see what can happen instead when management is the net seller, consider the MBO of RAE Systems, announced in September 2010. The initial deal with Battery Ventures had management selling $29.2 million of shares and buying $21.4 million of shares; therefore, management was the net seller. The $1.60 per share deal price, representing a $95 million total transaction value, was trumped by a $1.75

---

217 This interest in pushing the price up is of course constrained by management’s PE partner, who is unambiguously a buyer and therefore wants to push the price down.

per share offer from Vector Capital/CITIC Capital Partners.\(^{219}\) Robert Chen, co-founder and CEO of RAE Systems, abandoned Battery Ventures, as he was contractually permitted to do, and agreed to partner with Vector/CITIC in its overbid. In the press release announcing the new deal, he stated:

> We are delighted to be working with Vector Capital. The founding team felt strongly that Vector was by far the best partner for RAE. . . . We believe Vector and CITIC Capital Partners have the global capabilities, technology expertise and financial resources that will further our shared long-term vision and to further expand the worldwide customer base for our products.\(^{220}\)

Ordinarily this kind of commentary would have to be taken with a grain of salt, but in this situation Chen’s new partner had made Chen and his management team more money with its overbid because management were net sellers. Anticipating this, Vector/CITIC could feel comfortable making an overbid. In April 2013, less than three years later, the company was sold to Honeywell for $340 million in cash, more than three and a half times the original offer price from management.\(^{221}\)

The net-buyer/net-seller distinction has not been identified by commentators to date, yet it is vitally important for determining the incentives of a pivotal party — indeed often the “kingmaker” — in an MBO transaction. To make the point tangible, consider again the Dell MBO. The Dell–Silver Lake offer planned for Michael Dell to roll over his entire 16% equity stake into the new company;\(^{222}\) in addition he would contribute $750 million of new equity.\(^{223}\) Therefore, he would be a net buyer of shares, which means he would have a financial incentive to push the deal price down rather than up. Any third-party overbid that was similarly structured to include Dell as a net buyer would cost him more money, relative to the Dell–Silver Lake offer. And of course, if Dell–Silver Lake chose to increase their offer to match the competition, this would cost Michael Dell even more money.


\(^{223}\) Id.
Some numbers highlight the magnitude of the problem. If an overbid increased the debt and equity in proportion with the deal price, keeping all else equal, each dollar increase in the deal price would cost Michael Dell an additional $263 million.\textsuperscript{224} If instead an overbid were funded entirely with equity (perhaps because the deal already used the maximum feasible debt), each dollar increase in the deal price would cost Michael Dell an additional $1.1 billion.\textsuperscript{225} If instead Michael Dell kept his equity commitment the same and the PE firm contributed the additional equity, he would lose voting control at any deal price above $15.73.\textsuperscript{226} For example, at a $20 per share deal price, he would own 28\% of the post-MBO company. These examples illustrate that regardless of what lever was pulled, any overbid structured similarly to the Dell–Silver Lake offer (that is, with Michael Dell as a net buyer of shares) could only cost him more. Foreseeing all of this, third-party bidders considering an overbid would understand that Michael Dell would be a reluctant partner in their bid.

Of course, a third party could structure its bid to make Dell a net seller rather than a net buyer. In this scenario, Dell’s financial incentives would be aligned with other Dell shareholders, in that he would prefer a higher deal price rather than a lower one. But such a structure would go against Michael Dell’s revealed interest — maybe his key interest — to increase (not decrease) his ownership of Dell.\textsuperscript{227}

The straightforward analysis of Dell’s financial incentives illustrates the catch-22 when management is a net buyer: a third-party bidder that did not partner with Michael Dell would lose the enormous private value that he would bring to the deal; but a third-party bidder that partnered with a reluctant Michael Dell would potentially destroy (or at least reduce) that very same private value. The only way to break the catch-22 would be to give him free shares in the post-MBO company — but this of course would reduce the PE firm’s returns from the deal.

To assess the magnitude of the net buyer problem, I examined each deal in the MBO Sample to determine whether management was a net seller or a net buyer. Out of the forty-four deals in the MBO Sample, I found that management was a net buyer in seven deals (including Dell), and management was a net seller in thirty-one deals. In

\textsuperscript{224} Guhan Subramanian, Dell Sensitivity Analysis Model (on file with the Harvard Law School Library).

\textsuperscript{225} Id.

\textsuperscript{226} Id.

\textsuperscript{227} See Dell Inc., supra note 21, at 40 (“Representatives of Wachtell Lipton [Mr. Dell’s counsel] and Simpson Thacher [Silver Lake’s counsel] subsequently confirmed to representatives of Debevoise [the Special Committee’s counsel] that Mr. Dell and Silver Lake were not willing to modify their previous proposal in order to provide that the public stockholders would have an opportunity to retain an interest in the Company.”).
three deals, management was neutral — selling exactly as much as it bought — invariably because management was rolling over 100% of its equity but injecting no further capital. These deals are analytically similar to deals in which management is a net buyer, because any overbid would require greater leverage, which would then reduce management’s post-MBO returns. Across these forty-one deals, the mean (median) sell-side stake in the MBO Sample is $428.2 million ($62.9 million) and the mean (median) buy-side stake is $288.1 million ($30.8 million).228

In the 24% of deals (ten out of forty-one) where management was a net buyer or neutral, data on deal premiums indicate some cause for concern. When management was a net buyer or neutral in the MBO Sample, the average final deal premium (calculated as the final deal price over the share price sixty days prior to deal announcement) is 16.8%, compared to 35.1% in the thirty-one deals where management was a net seller. This difference is statistically significant at 90% confidence using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test,229 and is directionally consistent with the common sense notion that when management is a net buyer the price will be lower than when management is a net seller. The evidence suggests an important difference between (what I call) a management buyout (that is, management is a net seller) and a management buy-in (management is a net buyer).230

The mechanism behind this empirical finding can likely be found, at least in part, in the fact that the special committee will inevitably need guidance from management as to the viability of the management projections. When management is a net buyer, they will have incentives to “talk down” the projections, which gives the special committee less ammunition and less backbone to demand price increases. When

228 In the remaining three deals, there was either insufficient information contained in the proxy statement, or management’s buy-side equity stake had not yet been determined at the time of the proxy solicitation.

229 This test is preferred over a traditional t-test when the population cannot be assumed to be normally distributed. In the case of deal premiums, practitioner experience and investment banker data indicate that the distribution is truncated at 0% (since public-company deals rarely get done at less than the market price) and has a long right tail. I thank Fernán Restrepo for this point.

230 Commentators have proposed various definitions for these terms. Wikipedia defines a “management buy-in” (MBI) as a transaction where “a management team from outside the company raises the necessary finance, buys it, and becomes the company’s new management.” Management Buy-in, WIKIPEDIA (Feb. 17, 2016, 11:46 AM), https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Management_buy-in [https://perma.cc/95L5-7LAN]; see also Nick Wilson & Mike Wright, Private Equity, Buy-outs and Insolvency Risk, 49 J. Bus. Fin. & Acct. 949, 953 (2013) (defining an MBI as an “MBO where the management team acquiring ownership are outsiders”). Professors Matthew Cain and Steven Davidoff propose instead that MBIs should be defined as “transac-tion[s] where management is a participant but is not the organizing or controlling party.” Cain & Davidoff, supra note 166, at 895.
management is a net seller, they will have incentives to “talk up” the projections, which gives the special committee more conviction to push for price increases. While the special committee is likely to recognize the direction of the bias, it would take a brave special committee member to second-guess management’s assessment that the projections are a “stretch goal” (if management is a net buyer) or “highly achievable” (if management is a net seller). The empirical evidence supports this conclusion. In fact, a sophisticated PE buyer may want to structure the deal to make management a net buyer precisely in order to fuel these management incentives.

Other causal chains are possible as well. For example, management might decide to become a net buyer in the transaction precisely because the deal price is low. Alternatively, net buyers may be a different kind of management than net sellers. In particular, more valuable management might be more likely to be net buyers, and therefore have more leverage to push the price down, because the private value element in the deal is larger, which in turn creates a larger wedge between inside and outside buyers.

D. The Ticking-Clock Problem in Go-Shop MBOs

The information-asymmetry problem, the valuable-management problem, and management’s financial incentives to discourage overbids exist to varying degrees in MBOs. All three of these factors are amplified in go-shop MBOs, compared to standard MBOs, because of the ticking-clock problem.

In the MBO Sample, nearly half (twenty-one out of forty-four) were subject to a go-shop process. The 48% incidence is substantially higher than the approximately 20% incidence for go-shop clauses in PE buyouts overall. There is no obvious explanation for why go-shop incidence should be substantially higher in MBOs than in arm’s-length deals. One possible explanation is that special committees are more willing to conduct a pre-signing market-check process against an arm’s-length buyer than against an inside buyer.

Among the go-shop deals in the MBO Sample, go-shop periods are generally between thirty and sixty days. The mean (median) number of days to find a third-party bidder was forty-four and a half days (forty-five days). The ticking clock puts a hard stop on the due diligence process, which in turn exacerbates the information-asymmetry problem. Information asymmetries are also fueled by the fact that potential bidders during the go-shop process get management’s only partial attention. During the tight timeframe of the go-shop window, management will need to divide their time among the (typically several) bidders that sign confidentiality agreements.

Interestingly, a go-shop is more likely as transaction size increases. The mean (median) go-shop deal in the MBO Sample had a transac-
tion value of $3.3 billion ($983 million), compared to a transaction value of $1.4 billion ($465 million) in traditional no-shop deals. Or put the other way, go-shop incidence was 38% among below-median transactions and 57% among above-median transactions. This breakdown is counterintuitive because transaction size exacerbates the ticking-clock problem, in two ways.

First, size influences the feasibility of a proposal within the go-shop window, for the obvious reason that larger companies are more difficult to understand, involve more risk, and require more due diligence. Evidence from Blackstone’s due diligence process in the Dell MBO illustrates how tight even a forty-five-day window can be. On April 4, 2013, ten days after the go-shop period had expired, a news report cited sources saying that Blackstone’s due diligence process was “still in the early stages,” and Blackstone was “just starting to put together a business plan.” That Blackstone was “still in the early stages” ten days after the go-shop period had expired illustrates how difficult it would be for other third-party bidders to get to Excluded Party status within the forty-five days that the Dell go-shop window provided. Third parties, foreseeing all this, would rationally be deterred from starting in the first place.

Second, larger deals influence the feasibility of assembling a consortium bid, which is often essential in a larger deal — either due to diversification requirements of the PE fund or financing constraints, or just to share the risk of such a massive investment. Among the ten going-privates larger than $15 billion, six involved consortium bidders. Of course, arranging a consortium bid takes time. The internal negotiation among the consortium members regarding financing, governance, and exit rights can take weeks or even months, putting aside the time it would take for due diligence on the actual target company. As an illustration of this point, not a single jump bid in the


232 See Steven Davidoff Solomon, Flawed Bidding Process Leaves Dell at a Loss, N.Y. TIMES: DEALBOOK (Apr. 23, 2013, 7:30 PM), http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2013/04/23/a-flawed-bidding-process-leaves-dell-at-a-loss [https://perma.cc/4VC4-UJG4] (“The conventional wisdom is that go-shops are a hollow ritual. The feel-good perception that the company is being actively shopped covers up the fact that the initial bidder has a perhaps unbeatable head start. Once a deal is announced, others don’t have time to catch up, nor do they want to get in a bidding war. A go-shop becomes just a cover-up for a pre-chosen deal.”).

233 The six were: HCA (KKR, Bain Capital, Merrill Lynch Global Private Equity); Freescale (Permira, TPG, Carlyle, Blackstone); Harrah’s Entertainment (TPG, Apollo); Clear Channel Communications (Thomas H. Lee, Bain Capital); TXU (Lehman Brothers, Citigroup, Morgan Stanley, TPG, Goldman Sachs, KKR); and ALLTEL (TPG, Goldman Sachs). The four going-privates larger than $15 billion that did not involve a consortium buyer were: Dell (Silver Lake); Hilton Hotels (Blackstone); First Data Corp. (KKR); and Equity Office Properties (Blackstone).
MBO Sample came in the form of a consortium bid. This (non)finding highlights the enormous difficulty of arranging a consortium bid when a go-shop clock is ticking.

III. EFFECTIVE DEAL PROCESS DESIGN

Part III of this Article provided a taxonomy of four factors that can create an unlevel playing field in MBOs. The implication is that practitioners should not assume that a standard market-check process will ensure that fair value is paid to noncontinuing shareholders in an MBO. Instead, more potent devices are needed. This Part identifies deal process design solutions to fix the unlevel-playing-field problem in MBOs.

A. Board Control

The first and perhaps most important procedural point is that the board — not management — should run the process. While this principle is straightforward in theory, it is in tension with the practical reality that management is typically central to the transaction — they represent a source of value for the PE firm, and management has financial incentives to initiate an MBO. One approach would be to prohibit management from discussing their own employment, compensation, and equity arrangements with PE firms until the board has picked the buyer. But there are two problems with this categorical approach. The first is one of enforcement: a bright-line rule would prevent formal employment agreements between the buyout group and managers, but it could not prevent implicit understandings, or private conversations, that inevitably would result during the due diligence process. A second problem arises on the buy side: if managers are essential to the deal, the PE firm may be unwilling to proceed if the sell-

---

234 The closest to a consortium jump bid among the go-shop companies in the MBO Sample occurred when Microsoft successfully jumped Quadrangle’s agreement to buy media-services company Greenfield Online (Greenfield). In October 2007, ZM Capital (ZM) and Microsoft began negotiations with Greenfield to jointly acquire the company. Nine months later, in June 2008, Greenfield unexpectedly announced its sale to Quadrangle. Microsoft made a solo overbid into the go-shop process, and then sold the survey business to ZM. According to one press report, “Greenfield wanted a simple transaction, with only one buyer, so Microsoft took the lead, agreeing to sell ZM Capital the surveys business in the aftermath.” Erin Griffith, Kind of a Big Deal: The Go-Shop that Went Somewhere, PE HUB (Sept. 12, 2008), https://www.pehub.com/2008/09/kind-of-a-big-deal-2 [https://perma.cc/HK5X-QDS].

235 See, e.g., Catalina Mktg. Corp., Definitive Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A), at 28 (July 9, 2007) (“Mr. Buell [Catalina CEO] advised H&F [PE firm Hellman & Friedman] that he believed H&F’s proposal for a 15% option pool was reasonable and consistent with that contemplated by other bids received by Catalina, but no agreement was reached at that time, and Mr. Buell agreed that the terms of management’s employment, compensation, and equity arrangements would be negotiated following the execution of any definitive agreement.”).
er cannot “deliver” management (in the form of signed employment agreements) at the closing. Management too might look for alternatives outside the company, or might not be as cooperative as they should be in the process, if they are not guaranteed employment in the continuing enterprise. The irony, then, of prohibiting employment agreements in MBOs is that PE firms will pay a lower price because management has left or might leave — precisely the opposite of the intended objective of such a rule.

A better way to operationalize the principle that the board runs the process is through contractual provisions with management well before any MBO process begins. Top managers should agree, as part of their employment agreement, to gain permission from the board before initiating any discussions with PE firms about possible MBO transactions, and to promptly bring any inbound indications of interest from PE firms to the board. In addition, top management should contractually agree not to give confidential information to any PE firms until and unless the PE firm signs a confidentiality agreement with the board. This mechanism would create incentives for management to go to the board early because only then will their PE partner receive confidential information.

To see the potential bite of such agreements, consider the J.Crew buyout, in which CEO Mickey Drexler and PE firm Texas Pacific Group (TPG) had no incentive to inform the J.Crew board early because TPG was receiving confidential information as early as September 15, 2010 — three weeks before the board was informed (on October 7, 2010), and two months before TPG signed a confidentiality agreement with the company (on November 16, 2010). Or consider the buyout of NTS, Inc., in which CEO Guy Nissenson spoke with PE

---

236 For a counterexample, see Station Casinos Inc., Definitive Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A), at 17 (July 9, 2007) (“At that [board] meeting, Frank J. Fertitta III and Lorenzo J. Fertitta informed the board that they desired to explore the possibility of a going-private transaction with respect to Station.”). In fact, the Fertittas had approached a “prominent real estate development firm” as a potential buyout partner one month before asking permission from the board to do so. Id.

237 See, e.g., Penn Nat’l Gaming, Inc., Definitive Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A), at 25 (Nov. 7, 2007) (“[R]epresentatives of several private equity firms . . . separately contacted Peter M. Carlino, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Penn National, to inquire whether the Company would be willing to consider a potential negotiated acquisition. Mr. Carlino reported these inquiries to Penn National’s directors . . . ”).

238 A contractual commitment in the employment agreement would also prevent management from having discussions with PE firms solely in their capacity as shareholders. See, e.g., 99 Cents Only Stores, Definitive Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A), at 20 (Dec. 12, 2011) (reporting that conversations between management and a PE firm, Leonard Green & Partners (LGP), prior to informing the board were “exploratory only and were initiated by the Gold/Schiffer family in their capacity as shareholders”).

firm Tower Three Partners regarding a potential transaction on March 14, 2013, entered into a confidentiality agreement on April 10, discussed his position and equity rollover in late July, but told the board only on August 6 — nearly five months after the initial discussions about an MBO. Both J.Crew and NTS were “trains that had left the station” well before the board was informed. Both deals were facilitated by the fact that management was not contractually obligated to go to the board in order to have discussions about a possible MBO or to give its PE partner confidential information.

In contrast, consider the Seitel MBO. PE firm ValueAct Capital signed a confidentiality agreement during the week of April 17, 2006, but did not gain access to management to discuss retention until six months later. According to the proxy statement, the Special Committee kept a tight hand on the wheel:

William Blair [the special committee’s investment bankers] reported that ValueAct Capital had again requested to begin discussions with certain Seitel management personnel. William Blair noted that some assurance as to the retention of management would be important to ValueAct Capital.

The special committee permitted ValueAct Capital to begin discussions with management, provided William Blair was present to monitor such discussions and ensure that the best interests of Seitel’s unaffiliated stockholders were protected.

Or consider the Getty Images MBO, in which the board set out two important ground rules for the process: First, members of the management team “were prohibited from having any contact with any of the private equity sponsors or strategic parties involved in the process without representatives of Weil Gotshal [the special committee’s lawyers] or Goldman Sachs [the special committee’s bankers] present.”

Second, members of management “were prohibited from discussing any employment or incentive compensation terms with any sponsor or strategic party until the end of the process if the board determined to pursue a sale transaction[,] and then only with the prior consent of the members of [the] board [who were independent].”

On one hand, the special committee must keep management from affiliating too closely with its favorite partner, in order to leave the process open for full and robust competition. On the other hand, the special committee must allow PE sponsors to understand (and pay for) the value that management brings to the table. While the Seitel/Getty Images approach has the benefit of keeping the special

242 Id. at 20.
244 Id.
committee in control of the process, it creates the risk that the PE firm will have to shade its bid downward because it doesn’t have full visibility into the value of management. Contractual arrangements with management to bring potential offers promptly to the attention of the board, and to channel all confidentiality agreements through the board, would strike the proper balance between these competing objectives.

B. Broad Market Canvass

In conducting their market canvass, special committees should recognize that a post-signing market check is not as effective as pre-signing competition, due to the ticking-clock problem. During the pre-signing phase, the special committee can control the timeline so that all bidders can conduct adequate due diligence before having to submit a bid. The special committee can also keep management on the sidelines, or at least not committed to a preferred buyout partner, during the pre-signing phase. All of this changes during a post-signing go-shop process.

While this point may seem straightforward, it is in tension with the empirical finding that nearly 50% of MBOs use go-shop processes, compared to approximately 20% of LBOs in general. There is no obvious reason why go-shops would be used more often in MBOs than in LBOs. One possibility is that special committees are more willing to insist on a pre-signing market check against arm’s-length buyers than they are against their own management team. Whatever the explanation, Part III.D explains why special committees should not assume that a market canvass conducted post-signing is the same as a market canvass conducted pre-signing.

Of course, for exactly the same reasons, management and its PE partner will prefer to defer buy-side competition to a post-signing go-shop. In the 99 Cents Only Stores MBO, for example, the then-Chairman of the Board David Gold and CEO Eric Schiffer, along with

---

245 If structured properly, “stapled” financing can also facilitate a level playing field during the pre-signing phase. See, e.g., Seitel, Inc., supra note 241, at 14 (“Seitel arranged with the assistance of William Blair and at no cost to Seitel, for a commercial bank not affiliated with William Blair to offer acquisition financing to potential acquirers of up to $450 million, which we refer to in this proxy statement as ‘stapled financing.’” The special committee believed that the existence of stapled financing would encourage potential bidders.”); cf. Getty Images, Inc., supra note 243, at 17–18 (“Goldman Sachs indicated to the sponsors that they were being requested to use these [leverage] assumptions only so that the board of directors would have an equal basis for comparing their indications of interest and that it did not constitute the amount of debt financing or terms for such financing that the sponsors would be expected to obtain in connection with any potential transaction. Goldman Sachs also indicated that it was not proposing to provide any financing for a potential transaction with the Company.”).
PE partner LGP, attempted to shut down a pre-signing market canvass:

On March 29, 2011, Latham & Watkins[,] . . . LGP’s legal counsel, . . . suggested that the Company enter into a definitive merger agreement with LGP, based on the March 10, 2011 proposal from LGP and the Gold/Schiffer Family, that would include a go-shop provision allowing the special committee to solicit alternative transactions for some period of time after signing the definitive merger agreement.246

Special committees often cave to this request due to the implicit247 or explicit248 threat that the offer will disappear. One possible interpretation of the fact that go-shop processes are disproportionately used in MBOs is that special committees are unwilling to stand up to such “hardball” tactics by management. While there is no single correct response in this situation, the special committee should consider the value of the deal to management. In particular, if management initiates the deal (which occurs 60% of the time in the MBO sample), management may be exploiting an information asymmetry and therefore would be unlikely to walk away. If the special committee is nevertheless unwilling to “call management’s bluff” on this process question, the special committee should gain something (ideally, a price bump) in exchange for giving up a pre-signing market canvass. But in order to have this discussion, the special committee must understand (and communicate to management its understanding) that a post-signing go-shop is not equivalent to a pre-signing market canvass.

The continuation of the 99 Cents Only Stores proxy statement (discussed above) illustrates best practices in this arena:

Following this discussion [with Morrison & Foerster, its legal counsel], the special committee concluded that it would be more beneficial to the Com-

246 99 Cents Only Stores, supra note 238, at 24.
247 See, e.g., Kinder Morgan, Inc., Definitive Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A), at 17 (Nov. 15, 2006) (“Although the special committee considered conducting a formal auction for Kinder Morgan, after consulting with its advisors, the special committee determined that such an auction process was likely to cause harm to Kinder Morgan that would outweigh any potential benefits, including the risk of no interested parties participating in an auction, which might reduce the special committee’s strength in any eventual negotiations with the buyout group.”); The Sports Auth., Inc., Definitive Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A), at 7 (Mar. 31, 2006) (“The Special Committee further noted the risks associated with [a pre-signing] auction process, including the risk that Leonard Green [the PE buyer] might offer a lower price in a contested auction or choose not to enter into an auction at all, leaving open the possibility that the Company might be left with no transaction.”).
248 See, e.g., United Surgical Partners Int’l, Inc., Definitive Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A), at 18 (Mar. 20, 2007) (“During the meeting, representatives of Welsh Carson X [the PE buyer] and Citigroup [its banker] stated that, if the Company was to undertake a broader process to sell the Company or any other process involving other potential buyers prior to the execution of a definitive agreement . . . , Welsh Carson X would not likely participate in such process and would likely rescind its offer.”).
pany’s shareholders for the special committee to review the position and outlook of the Company and strategic alternatives that may be available to it and to conduct a market check prior to signing a merger agreement and directed Morrison & Foerster to so inform Latham. In April and May 2011, similar proposals were made by LGP and advisers to the Gold/Schiffer Family, who suggested that such a process might allow the special committee to take advantage of the then favorable financing market conditions. In each case, the special committee considered the proposal, but concluded that it would be more beneficial to the Company’s shareholders for the special committee to complete its review of the Company and conduct a market check prior to signing a merger agreement.\footnote{99 Cents Only Stores, \textit{supra} note 238, at 24.}

Sure enough, Lazard (the special committee’s bankers) contacted fifty-one parties pre-signing.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 25.} The result was a bidding contest between Leonard Green (the incumbent) and Ares Management: LGP’s initial \$19.09 bid increased to \$20 and then \$21; Ares responded at \$21.50 and then \$22.00.\footnote{\textit{Id.} at 27, 29–30, 58.} The special committee was able to extract 15\% more by recognizing that a pre-signing market check was preferable to a post-signing go-shop.

The importance of a pre-signing market canvass should also be reflected in contingency fees for the investment bankers involved in the deal. Contingency fees are generally desirable because they align incentives and force bankers pitching for the business to put their money where their mouth is. However, these contingency fees should not be skewed to favor either pre-signing or post-signing bids. The Sports Authority fee arrangement for Merrill Lynch illustrates a properly structured incentive fee:

Merrill Lynch is acting as financial advisor to the Special Committee in connection with the merger. Under the terms of its engagement, Sports Authority has agreed to pay Merrill Lynch a transaction fee, payable upon consummation of any transaction or series of transactions in which a third party acquires directly or indirectly at least fifty percent of the stock, assets, revenues, income or business of Sports Authority, or otherwise gains control of the Company. The transaction fee payable to Merrill Lynch is equal to the sum of (x) 0.50\% of the purchase price paid in connection with any such sale transaction, up to a purchase price that reflects a price per share of \$36.00 or less, and (y) 2.00\% of the amount, if any, by which the purchase price paid in the sale transaction exceeds a purchase price implied by a price per share of \$36.00.\footnote{The Sports Auth., Inc., \textit{supra} note 247, at 22.}

Pre-signing, Merrill Lynch assisted the Sports Authority special committee in negotiating the price from Leonard Green up
from $34.00 per share to $37.25 per share.\textsuperscript{253} Once the deal price crossed $36.00, Merrill Lynch’s incentive agreement went four times more “into the money,” which meant that Merrill Lynch had high-powered incentives to extract as much as possible from the buyer. But the important feature of this agreement structure is that Merrill Lynch was indifferent about a price bump either pre- or post-signing.

To see a counterexample with perverse deal incentives, consider Evercore’s incentives in the Dell MBO. Recall that the special committee retained Evercore on January 10, 2013, with specific responsibility for running the anticipated go-shop process. Evercore’s retention agreement specified a monthly fee of $400,000, a flat fee of $1.5 million for Evercore’s fairness opinion, and a “superior proposal” fee, equal to 0.75% of the difference between the value of the initial transaction and the value of any superior transaction that Evercore might identify during the go-shop period.\textsuperscript{254} Because Evercore would not receive a contingent fee for any third-party bid made during the pre-signing phase, Evercore had financial incentives to limit the pre-signing competition in order to minimize the baseline price for calculating its contingent fee and to maximize the available field once the go-shop period began. That is, during the critical pre-signing window between January 10, 2013 (when Evercore was retained) and February 5, 2013 (when the Dell–Silver Lake deal was announced),\textsuperscript{255} Evercore had financial interests that were directly opposed to its client, the Dell special committee.

The special committee held an in-person meeting on January 15, 2013, just after Evercore was retained.\textsuperscript{256} According to the Dell proxy statement:

The Special Committee and its advisors . . . discussed the possibility of approaching other financial sponsors or strategic buyers to solicit additional bids, and the potential benefits and risks of doing so. Evercore discussed the overall process the Special Committee had pursued to date and expressed the view that it would not be beneficial to contact additional parties at the current stage of the process.\textsuperscript{257}

Curiously, there is no indication in the proxy statement that the special committee’s original banker, JPMorgan, expressed a view on whether the special committee should contact other potential buyers,

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{253} Id. at 6–7.
  \item \textsuperscript{254} Dell Inc., supra note 21, at 80.
  \item \textsuperscript{255} Id. at 1, 69.
  \item \textsuperscript{256} Id. at 36.
  \item \textsuperscript{257} Id. at 37.
\end{itemize}
even though JPMorgan was present at the January 15 meeting.\textsuperscript{258} The one obvious party that could have been contacted pre-signing was Blackstone.\textsuperscript{259} Not only did Blackstone have firepower equivalent to or greater than Silver Lake, KKR, and TPG, all of whom were contacted pre-signing,\textsuperscript{260} but a Blackstone Senior Managing Director, Dave Johnson, was also formerly Dell’s head of M&A.\textsuperscript{261} Whatever the root cause of this decision, it is clear from the terms of Evercore’s compensation arrangement that Evercore had a financial interest in recommending against contacting third parties pre-signing. In particular, by keeping Blackstone out of the pre-signing phase, Evercore would reap the financial benefit of any Blackstone offer made during the go-shop period.

As a result of not being contacted pre-signing, Blackstone was forced to play catch-up during the go-shop period against a formidable inside bidder. But by this time, Blackstone was on an unlevel playing field. In a March 30 email, a Senior Managing Director at Evercore reminded certain Dell employees: “[W]e all have to be mindful that Blackstone is looking to accomplish in 4–6 weeks what [S]ilverlake had 6 months to do, with the full support and insight of the CEO and [founder] behind them.”\textsuperscript{262} (Recall that this is the same Evercore that recommended against contacting Blackstone pre-signing.) In particular, the information asymmetries, the ticking clock problem, the private-value problem, and managerial incentives to discourage overbids would have operated full force during the go-shop period to drive down Blackstone’s (and other bidders’) willingness and ability to bid.\textsuperscript{263}

There is a curious aftermath to the Evercore contingency fee story. Even though Blackstone and all other bidders declined to bid during the go-shop period, Evercore received a $3.1 million contingent fee due

\textsuperscript{258} Id. at 36 (noting that representatives of Debevoise, BCG, Evercore, and JPMorgan were present for the in-person meeting).

\textsuperscript{259} In addition to Blackstone, Evercore anticipated that Hewlett-Packard (HP) would also be interested. In re Appraisal of Dell Inc., No. 9322, 2016 WL 3186538, at *13 (Del. Ch. May 31, 2016). During the go-shop period, Evercore presented analyses to HP representatives estimating that “a Dell-HP combination could achieve $3–4 billion in annual cost synergies.” Id. But “HP never accessed the data room and did not submit an indication of interest.” Id.

\textsuperscript{260} Id. at *8–9.

\textsuperscript{261} See Kosman, supra note 83 (noting that “Blackstone might have had an edge” because Johnson had just joined Blackstone from Dell).

\textsuperscript{262} Subramanian, supra note 76, at 8.

\textsuperscript{263} See Appraisal of Dell Inc., 2016 WL 3186538, at *42 (“The extent of Blackstone’s efforts gives a sense of what was required. To get to Excluded Party status, Blackstone had to spend in excess of $25 million and assemble a due diligence team that filled a ballroom, and Blackstone is one of the world’s most sophisticated private equity firms. Blackstone also retained Dell’s former head of M&A and strategy, Dave Johnson, to lead its acquisition team and had the benefit of his insights.”).
to the price bump from Michael Dell–Silver Lake. As described in section I.E, this increase was due to shareholder pressure from Icahn and Southeastern, and had nothing to do with an outside offer generated by Evercore. Evercore’s contingent fee was nevertheless triggered by any superior offer that appeared during the go-shop process. Technically, the $13.65 to $13.83 price bump met this definition, even though it was unrelated to Evercore’s efforts. Not only did Evercore’s retention agreement create perverse incentives, but it was overly broad to boot.

To summarize, the Dell special committee should have considered what the 99 Cents Only Stores special committee already knew, that pre-signing competition should be preferred to an after-the-fact go-shop process. The Dell MBO also highlights the importance of aligning banker incentives to reflect this core principle.

C. Cooperation Commitments from Management

In order to mitigate the information-asymmetry problem and the valuable-management problem, boards should insist on cooperation agreements from management as a condition for considering an MBO. At a minimum, these agreements should include: (1) working with the special committee to provide information to potential third-party bidders; leaving open the possibility of working with such third-party bidders in the event that they bid more; and (3) if management’s share ownership is significant, agreeing to vote for any higher bid, as directed by the special committee. More potent tools should be considered as well. For example, if the valuable-management problem is particularly severe, the special committee might demand that management work for some period of time (say,
six months), on a consulting basis, with any higher bidder that might appear.268

Of course, for precisely the same reasons that the special committee will want management to cooperate with other buyers, PE firms will want to gain commitments from management not to cooperate. In the Kinder Morgan MBO, for example, the proxy reports:

[O]n May 28, 2006, Mr. Richard Kinder [founder and CEO of Kinder Morgan], at the request of GSCP [Goldman Sachs Capital Partners], executed a letter providing that, for a period of 90 days, so long as GSCP was pursuing a potential transaction involving Kinder Morgan, Mr. Kinder would not engage in any discussions or negotiations with any third party related to Mr. Kinder’s continued service as a senior manager or director of Kinder Morgan in connection with a bid by such third party to acquire Kinder Morgan or a material portion of its business.269

Once the Kinder Morgan special committee was constituted, it requested that Kinder terminate this agreement with GSCP, which Kinder and GSCP agreed to do.270 The Kinder Morgan special committee understood that keeping management open to other buyers was vital to the overall success of their process.

In order to enforce cooperation agreements, “unchaperoned” meetings between management and PE firms should be prevented.271

In the Dell MBO, Michael Dell promised to consider working with anybody,272 but the New York Post reported that he would not roll over his $3.6 billion equity stake for anyone other than Silver Lake.273 Of course, this would leave a massive equity hole that a third-party bidder (but not Silver Lake) would have to fill. There is no

268 See, e.g., Douglas L. Becker et al., supra note 277, at 1 (requiring Mr. Becker to “continue to perform his management functions consistent in all material respects with past practice” or to “provide such consulting services to the Company as the Acquiring Party may reasonably request” for up to six months on a full-time basis and an additional six months on a part-time basis, if requested by the acquiring party in an alternative transaction agreement).


270 Id. at 15–16.

271 Compare 99 Cents Only Stores, supra note 238, at 29 (“Ares held an un-chaperoned meeting with members of the Gold/Schiffer Family and Guggenheim on September 23 to discuss the following pre-approved topics: post-acquisition corporate and capital structure and post-acquisition corporate governance arrangements.”), with MEMSIC, Inc., Definitive Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A), at 26 (Aug. 6, 2013) (“To ensure a fair and robust bidding process, the Special Committee decided that a member of the Special Committee and/or representatives of RBC [financial advisor to the Special Committee] would accompany management representatives and attend each of the scheduled meetings in California along with the representatives of management. . . . The Special Committee also agreed that Dr. Zhao [President & CEO] should be reminded of the importance of his maintaining a neutral stance in his communications with bidders on our behalf.”).

272 See Dell Inc., supra note 82, at 3–4.

273 Kosman, supra note 83 (“Silver Lake insists on being the lone PE firm to team with Michael Dell, so Blackstone or another firm would have to come up with a way to fill the $3.6 billion equity hole he would leave.”).
documentation of this side deal, but it becomes possible if meetings are unchaperoned by counsel. In the Dell MBO, it was noted by some observers that Michael Dell and Silver Lake Managing Partner Egon Durban owned houses in the same part of Hawaii, and some of their planning for the deal took place there.\footnote{274} The ambiguity about what Michael Dell and Silver Lake had agreed to would not exist if the cooperation agreement required all meetings with PE firms to be chaperoned by counsel or members of the special committee.

\textit{D. Approval from a Majority of the Disinterested Shares}

All deals in the MBO Sample were conditioned upon approval from a special committee of independent directors, or its functional equivalent.\footnote{275} The reason is that Delaware case law has made clear that special committee approval cleanses the taint of conflict, which then permits the court to apply business judgment review deference in assessing the transaction.\footnote{276}

Once the special committee and the full board have approved the deal, the final procedural hurdle is approval from a majority of the shares.\footnote{277} In this vote, management typically has a significant leg up, because management usually owns a large stake and will vote its shares in favor of the deal. Within the MBO Sample, the mean (median) management stake is 11.7\% (6.3\%). This means that management must get 38\% out of the remaining 88\% to approve the deal, or 43\% of the disinterested shares. Put differently, a majority of the disinterested shares could vote against the deal, yet it could still go through because of the management support. And in cases such as Vitria Technologies (where management owned 34\%)\footnote{278} or RAE Systems (management owned 31\%)\footnote{279} the shareholder vote in favor of the deal is a foregone conclusion.


\footnote{275} For example, in some cases, a special committee is not formally constituted by the board, but the independent directors are given sole authority to negotiate the deal with management. Cain and Davidoff report only 87\% special committee incidence. \textit{See} Cain & Davidoff, \textit{supra} note 166, at 883. My inclusion of functional equivalents to special committees may explain the difference.

\footnote{276} \textit{See infra} section IV.A, pp. 650–53.

\footnote{277} Delaware requires, as a default matter, approval from a majority of the outstanding shares. \textit{See} DEL. CODE ANN. tit. 8, § 251(c) (2016). Other states require only that a majority of the shares voted. \textit{See} MODEL BUS. CORP. ACT § 11.04(e) (AM. BAR ASS’N 2010); \textit{see also} AM. BAR ASS’N, \textit{THE 2016 REVISION OF THE MODEL BUSINESS CORPORATION ACT} (2016) (noting that the majority of states have adopted the Model Business Corporation Act).

\footnote{278} Vitria Tech., Inc., Definitive Proxy Statement (Schedule 14A), at 68 (Feb. 8, 2007).

\footnote{279} \textit{See} RAE Sys. Inc., Annual Report (Form 10-K/A), at 13 (Apr. 29, 2011).
In the context of freezeouts (buyouts by controlling shareholders), deals are regularly conditioned upon approval by a special committee and approval from a majority-of-the-minority shares (a.k.a. a “MOM condition”). The reason is that Delaware case law encourages both procedural protections. This two-part approach represents the controlled-company analog to the approvals required in an arm’s-length deal: namely, approval by the board and approval by a majority of the shares outstanding. The constraints play different roles: special committee approval represents a back-and-forth negotiation, while a MOM condition provides a binary yes-or-no check against a lowball price agreed to by a captured, supine, or negligent special committee.

While the two-part approach is commonplace in freezeouts, only 21% of deals in the MBO Sample are conditioned upon approval from a majority of the disinterested shares. This result is not surprising given the Delaware doctrine of MBOs: once the special committee has blessed the deal, there is no further doctrinal benefit to disinterested shareholder approval.

In defense of the different procedural protections in freezeouts versus MBOs, one might argue that a special committee has greater leverage in an MBO because it can solicit third-party offers. But a central claim of this Article is that such reliance on a plain-vanilla market check is unwarranted because the playing field is unlikely to be level. The same concerns that underlie the MOM condition in a freezeout, then, should push special committees to insist on approval from a majority of the disinterested shares in MBOs. This is particularly true when management holds 20+% of the company — close to a control stake, but not sufficient to trigger the doctrine of freezeouts that encourages a MOM condition as a matter of the controller’s self-interest. The special committee should also insist on approval from a majority of the disinterested shares when the four factors enumerated in Part III are present. That is, when there are information asymmetries, management is valuable, management is a net buyer, and/or there is a ticking clock, the same logic that encourages MOM conditions in freezeouts (namely, the nonavailability of outside buyers) should drive special committees to insist on disinterested shareholder approval in MBOs.

280 See Subramanian, supra note 181, at 16–17; Subramanian, supra note 162, at 11–12.
E. Ex Ante Inducement Fees

Another tool in the special committee’s repertoire should be ex ante inducement fees. Inducement fees are generally uncommon in MBOs; when they are used at all, they are invariably offered ex post, to keep an existing bidder in the mix. In the Dell MBO, for example, after Blackstone made its initial offer it negotiated for and received an inducement fee that would reimburse Blackstone for its out-of-pocket expenses up to $25 million. While ex post inducement fees can be useful (assuming that the bidder’s threat of walking away is credible), ex ante inducement fees should be considered as well, particularly when the four factors identified in Part III indicate that the playing field is not level. For example, a special committee might extract a concession from the MBO group to reimburse out-of-pocket expenses for any third-party bidder that makes a bona fide superior proposal at least 5% higher than the deal price, even if the third party does not win in the end. Although this kind of ex ante fee would be a radical innovation, in some MBOs it may be justified (if not essential) in order to achieve some semblance of a level playing field.

In view of the benefit that a third-party bidder can bring to the final deal price, special committees should also consider inducement fees (whether ex ante or ex post) that go beyond reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses. In general, a third party contemplating entry into an MBO faces not just out-of-pocket costs, but also opportunity costs (of not being in other deals that have a more level playing field) and reputational costs (of bidding in a situation against an inside bidder, where there is no clear path to success). Special committees should be willing to consider inducement fees that reflect these costs as well.

In the Quest Software MBO, for example, the special committee gave Dell (the third-party bidder) a novel three-part inducement: (1) an option for Dell to acquire 19.9% of the Quest shares; (2) a breakup fee of 2.0% of the transaction value, which amounted to approximately $40 million, if shareholders voted down the deal; and (3) a 3.5% breakup fee, amounting to $70 million, if the Dell offer were subsequently trumped. After a prolonged bidding contest, Dell won with an offer of $28 per share, representing a 22% increase (amounting to
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more than $400 million) over the initial $23 per share offer from management.286

While the Quest inducement fee may seem like a no-brainer in view of the fact that it paid for itself several times over, consider the counterexample of the Kerzner MBO in March 2006. Founder and CEO Sol Kerzner made an offer to buy out the other shareholders at $76 per share, amounting to $2.5 billion in total value, subject to a forty-five-day go-shop period.287 On April 11, 2006, twenty-two days into the go-shop process, “Party A” expressed interest in acquiring the company.288 However, as a condition for its entry, Party A insisted on: (1) reimbursement of its expenses in the event that it made a firm offer at $78 per share or better; and (2) 4% of its bid (amounting to approximately $100 million) if Party A’s offer was facially higher than the management bid but the special committee still accepted the management bid.289 The Kerzner proxy statement explained the request as follows:

[D]ue to its concerns that the investor group [led by Mr. Kerzner] had a natural advantage over other bidders from its pre-existing knowledge of the company and established relationships with governmental authorities and joint venture partners, it would require an inducement to complete . . . due diligence and to submit a proposal to acquire the company . . . .290

The Kerzner special committee nevertheless rejected this proposal, but made an undisclosed counterproposal on the inducement fee issue.291 The parties failed to reach agreement, and Party A withdrew from the process.292

While it is never easy to judge a special committee acting in the “heat of battle,” from an outside perspective the original offer from Party A seems unobjectionable: reimbursement of expenses only if Party A created enormous value for the public shareholders (for example, a standard 10% overbid would be worth $250 million), and an additional $100 million only if the playing field was so unlevel that the special committee favored the lower bid anyway. The inducement fee proposed by Party A was analytically similar to the banker contingent fees discussed in section III.B above, in the sense that they paid off for
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Party A only in the event that Party A significantly increased the price paid to the Kerzner shareholders. The general point, without trying to judge the specific case of the Kerzner MBO, is that special committees should consider inducement fees as a more potent device for creating a plausibly level playing field in MBOs.

F. Information Rights and No “Last Look”

Match rights have become ubiquitous in PE deals generally, not just in MBOs, and as such they tend to be conceded by the special committee.293 A match right gives the initial bidder three to five business days to negotiate exclusively and “in good faith” with the special committee, in the event that a superior offer is made, to see if the initial bidder can trump the third-party bid.294 Of course, from the buyer’s perspective, the point of a match right is not just to give itself a “last look,” but to deter third-party bids in the first place. This deterrence effect is particularly salient in the context of MBOs, where winner’s curse concerns will run rampant. As described in section II.A, match rights eliminate the possibility of a third-party bid with a short fuse, which cuts off a potential pathway to success for a third-party bidder.295 A prospective bidder will “look forward and reason back” to envision one of two outcomes: either it bids and wins, in which case it has paid more than the “smart money”; or it bids and loses, in which case it has nothing to show for its efforts. For this reason it is well-accepted among academics and practitioners that match rights deter third-party bids.296

The solution for special committees in MBOs is to resist match rights, in favor of “information rights” (keeping the initial bidder informed of third-party bids), or even better, no information rights or match rights whatsoever. While this approach would be unusual in MBOs today, it would reflect the parties’ recognition of the unlevel playing field and the importance of preserving a pathway to success for potential third-party bidders. To the extent that buy-side lawyers might protest that match rights are “market” in MBOs today (that is, standard practice), it should be pointed out that match rights are a relatively recent phenomenon in the M&A marketplace. In the MBO
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Sample, match rights appeared in 69% of transactions as late as 2006; they became ubiquitous only by 2009.

Another benefit of resisting a match right is that it forces management to put full value on the table in its initial bid, knowing that it might not get a chance to respond to a higher bid. To see this dynamic, consider again the Kerzner MBO from 2006. Consistent with the finding that match rights were not ubiquitous at that time, the merger agreement contained only limited information rights for Sol Kerzner and his PE partner.297 During the forty-five-day go-shop process, JPMorgan contacted thirty-five potential acquirors, eleven of which signed confidentiality agreements.298 According to the proxy statement:

JPMorgan also reported that interested parties had requested confirmation that the investor group not be permitted to participate in the post-signing auction or submit a revised proposal to acquire the company prior to the special committee accepting a superior proposal from a third-party. In response to such requests and in order to promote the post-signing auction, on March 30, 2006, the special committee informed the investor group that the investor group would not be permitted to submit a revised proposal to acquire the company as part of the post-signing auction but, if it wished to do so, would be permitted to submit a revised proposal by April 3, 2006.299

In effect, the special committee was narrowing the information flows back to the incumbent bidder, in order to induce third-parties to bid. Interestingly, Sol Kerzner and his buyout partner did not increase their bid in response to the invitation from the special committee.300 One interpretation of this result is that Sol Kerzner had already put full value on the table in his initial $76 per share offer, anticipating the possibility that he would not get a last look at a competing offer precisely because he had no match right.

As noted in the prior Part, “Party A” did contemplate making an overbid, but could not reach agreement with the special committee on the structure and magnitude of its inducement fee.301 At the time of my 2008 study of go-shop deals, the Kerzner MBO was the closest case of an actual third-party bidder entering into a go-shop MBO process.302 This finding highlights the magnitude of the unlevel playing field when all four of the factors identified in Part III are present: information asymmetries, valuable management, management incentives
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to discourage an overbid (because Sol Kerzner was a net buyer in the transaction), and a ticking clock due to the forty-five-day go-shop period. The fact that Party A even contemplated a bid in this context might be explained by the fact that the absence of a match right gave it a potential pathway to success.

In the scenario where Party A actually did make a bid, it might seem counterintuitive that the special committee would not shop this offer back to Sol Kerzner. However, it is well understood that hands-tying ex ante can maximize value for the seller, even though ex post it would be desirable to go back to the initial bidder for an overbid.\textsuperscript{303} As a contractual matter, Party A would of course make its offer on the condition that it not be shopped back to Sol Kerzner. This bid condition is feasible only if the special committee does not have a contractual obligation to take Party A’s offer back to Sol Kerzner.

To summarize, the Kerzner MBO illustrates how the absence of a match right can induce third-party bids. Once special committees acknowledge the degree to which the playing field is unlevel in MBOs, they should resist match rights, not only to induce bids but also to induce management to put full value on the table in the first instance.

\section{Summary}

Part III of this Article provides a taxonomy of four factors that can create an unlevel playing field in MBOs. Special committees and their advisors can use the taxonomy to assess the extent to which the playing field is level, and (by extension) the extent to which a plain-vanilla market canvass will provide a meaningful check on an MBO offer.

This Part enumerates more potent tools that special committees should keep in their negotiating toolkit in the event that the special committee concludes that the playing field is not level. The key point is that an unlevel playing field does not need to be accepted as a given, but rather can be remedied by certain deal process tools. This Part provides empirical evidence that the need for such tools may be particularly acute when management is a net buyer in the MBO.

The following table summarizes the key deal process design solutions proposed in this Part:

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Solution} & \\
\hline
\textbf{Part I} & \\
\hline
\textbf{Part II} & \\
\hline
\textbf{Part III} & \\
\hline
\textbf{Part IV} & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Deal Process Design Solutions}
\end{table}

\textsuperscript{303} \textit{But see} Omnicare, Inc. v. NCS Healthcare, Inc., 818 A.2d 914, 936–39 (Del. 2003).
### SUMMARY OF KEY DEAL PROCESS DESIGN TOOLS TO LEVEL THE PLAYING FIELD IN MBOs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool to Level the Playing Field</th>
<th>Best Practice Example</th>
<th>Best Practice Counter-Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Board Controls the Process</strong></td>
<td>Getty Images: “[M]embers of our management were prohibited from having any contact with any of the private equity sponsors or strategic parties . . . without representatives of Weil Gotshal or Goldman Sachs present . . . ”&lt;sup&gt;304&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>NTS: CEO held discussions with PE firm starting in March 2013 but told the board only in August.&lt;sup&gt;305&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-signing Market Canvass</strong></td>
<td>99 Cents Only Stores: “[T]he special committee considered the proposal [to shut down the process], but concluded that it would be more beneficial to the Company’s shareholders [to] . . . conduct a market check prior to signing a merger agreement.”&lt;sup&gt;306&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Dell: Evercore “expressed the view that it would not be beneficial to contact additional parties at the current [pre-signing] stage of the process.”&lt;sup&gt;307&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cooperation Commitments with Management</strong></td>
<td>J.Crew: Drexler agreed to “participate[e] in meetings, presentations, due diligence sessions and other sessions with Persons . . . interested in making a Takeover Proposal.”&lt;sup&gt;308&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Kinder Morgan: “Mr. Richard Kinder, at the request of GSCP, executed a letter providing that, for a period of 90 days . . . Mr. Kinder would not engage in any discussions or negotiations with any third party . . .”&lt;sup&gt;309&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ex Ante Inducement Fees</strong></td>
<td>Quest Software: Dell (third-party bidder) received stock option lock-up, 2.6% breakup fee, and an additional 3.5% if Dell offer were subsequently trumped.&lt;sup&gt;310&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Kerzner International: Board declined condition for entry from “Party A” for (1) reimbursement of expenses in the event of an overbid; and (2) 4% breakup fee if Party A made a higher bid and board still supported management bid.&lt;sup&gt;311&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Information Rights &amp; No Last Look</strong></td>
<td>Kerzner International: “[T]he special committee informed the investor group that the investor group would not be permitted to submit a revised proposal to acquire the company as part of the post-signing auction . . .”&lt;sup&gt;312&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>(Match rights ubiquitous in MBO Sample)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Of course, each situation is different, and the special committee will need to balance its demands for process tools against the risk that management will walk away. But in any instance where management is resistant to a process move — for example, a demand for information rights rather than match rights, or cooperation commitments from management — the special committee should naturally wonder what management is afraid of, other than a higher bid. That is, while it would be quite natural for management to resist substantive concessions (for example, a higher price), an unwillingness to give on the process tools identified in this Part should be interpreted by the special committee as at least suggestive evidence that management is concerned about higher bidders — which makes the need for more potent process tools all the more important. At the very least, special committees should trade off process concessions against the deal price — for example, by extracting a higher offer in exchange for a match right, rather than conceding it as boilerplate.

IV. IMPLICATIONS FOR DELAWARE COURTS

In this Part, I apply the conclusions from Part III and Part IV to provide three doctrinal implications for Delaware courts. First, Delaware courts should import the procedural requirements of freezeout transactions to MBOs, so that only MBOs that provide for approval from a majority of the unaffiliated shares qualify for business judgment review. As the Delaware Supreme Court has recently articulated in the freezeout context, the purpose is not to extend entire fairness review, but rather to encourage the procedural protection of approval from the unaffiliated shares. Second, when the four factors identified in Part III are present and the more potent structural devices identified in Part IV are not, Delaware courts should not assume that a market check, and particularly a market check conducted through a pure go-shop process, satisfies the board’s Revlon duties. Again, the willingness of Delaware courts to expect such devices would encourage (and give backbone to) special committees asking for them in the first place. And third, in appraisal proceedings, Delaware courts should presume that the deal price provides the best indication of fair value if — but only if — it is the result of an arm’s-length negotiation, subject to a meaningful market check as described in this Article. The remainder of this Part explains each of these points in more detail.
A. Standards of Review for MBOs

In the recent decision *Kahn v. M&F Worldwide Corp.*, the Delaware Supreme Court completed the trajectory of a long line of Delaware case law bolstering the procedural protections for minority shareholders in freezeout transactions. Specifically, the Court held that freezeouts are subject to business judgment review, and not the more stringent entire fairness review, if and only if the deal is conditioned upon approval from a special committee of independent directors and approval from a majority of the minority shares. This two-prong approach is the controlled-company equivalent of board approval and shareholder approval in the arm’s-length context.

In contrast to the deep Delaware case law on freezeouts, the case law on MBOs is remarkably thin. Because there is no case squarely articulating the standard of review for MBOs, commentators generally reason by analogy from non-MBO cases that involve conflicts of interest. These cases generally reference the ordinary conflict-of-interest rules embodied in section 144 of the Delaware General Corporation Law, which Delaware courts have interpreted to provide that the taint of self-dealing is cleansed, and only business judgment review applies, if the transaction is approved by either the disinterested directors or a majority of the disinterested shares. For example, *In re Wheelabrator Technologies, Inc. Shareholders Litigation* involved the purchase of an additional 33% of shares in Wheelabrator by Waste Management, which already owned 22% of the company. Vice Chancellor Jacobs held that the taint of self-dealing by Waste Management was extinguished, and the transaction would be subject only
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Absent authority to the contrary, commentators have extrapolated from *Wheelabrator* and similar cases to infer that MBOs should be lumped with generic conflict transactions rather than with freezeouts. Certainly practitioners have acted as if this inference is correct: as reported in section III.D, only 21% of deals in the MBO Sample are conditioned upon approval from a majority of the disinterested shares, presumably because there is no doctrinal benefit from seeking disinterested shareholder approval if the special committee has already approved the deal.

And so there is a distinction: buyouts by controlling shareholders require both special committee approval and disinterested shareholder approval in order to receive business judgment review, while MBOs require either special committee approval or disinterested shareholder approval in order to achieve the same judicial deference. The question is whether this distinction between freezeouts and MBOs makes sense.

The *Wheelabrator* court found that it did:

> The participation of the controlling interested stockholder is critical to the application of the entire fairness standard because... the potential for process manipulation by the controlling stockholder, and the concern that the controlling stockholder’s continued presence might influence even a fully informed shareholder vote, justify the need for the exacting judicial scrutiny and procedural protection afforded by the entire fairness form of review.

Consistent with the logic of *Wheelabrator*, Cain and Davidoff argue in favor of the doctrinal contour between freezeouts and MBOs because “in an MBO as opposed to a freezeout, a per se requirement of a majority of minority condition appears inappropriate since in MBO transactions management often lacks a controlling stake in the target.” As a result, “a special committee requirement[, which] can function in all circumstances,” is appropriate for MBO transactions.

However, a central claim of this Article is that the same “process manipulation” and “influence” that motivate heightened scrutiny for freezeouts are equally prevalent, if not more so, when management is part of the buyout group, even if management does not control a majority of the shares. In freezeouts, Delaware corporate law requires both special committee approval and the backstop check of a majority-
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of-the-minority condition because of the concern that a special committee cannot operate effectively against a controlling shareholder — either because (as a practical matter) the controller dominates the special committee or because the special committee cannot solicit outside offers against a controlling shareholder. The same concern exists in MBOs: a special committee must rely on management — for example, to guide it on the validity of the projections — and a special committee cannot meaningfully solicit outside offers when the playing field is unlevel.

In summary: for precisely the same reasons that the Delaware Supreme Court has encouraged special committee approval and majority-of-the-minority approval in freezeout transactions, Delaware courts should encourage special committee approval and approval from a majority of the unaffiliated shares in MBOs. Doctrinally, this would not require any reformulation of existing Delaware law because Wheelabrator and similar cases did not involve MBOs, and therefore could be readily distinguished. The Delaware courts would simply have to clarify that MBOs should be subject to the same procedural protections as freezeouts, rather than being lumped with generic conflict transactions.328

Under the proposed approach, MBOs would be subject to business judgment review if and only if they are conditioned upon approval from both the special committee and a majority of the unaffiliated shares. The added procedural protection would better reflect the practical realities and institutional details described in Part III of this Article. They would also give special committees the most backbone to insist on the deal process design measures described in Part IV. And as

328 In contemporaneous work on what she terms “predatory MBOs,” Professor Iman Anabtawi argues that requiring disinterested shareholder approval “does not add any meaningful protection” because “[l]ike disinterested directors, those shareholders are at an informational disadvantage with respect to the value of their company.” Anabtawi, supra note 317, at 1325. Instead, she advocates for minimizing the information asymmetry between management and shareholders by either “requ[ir]ing participating managers to disclose to the neutral decision-making party of the target all soft information,” id. at 1330, or “encourag[ing] conflicted managers to remove themselves from participating in the acquisition process on behalf of the MBO group,” id. at 1332. While I share Anabtawi’s general concerns about MBOs, I am skeptical that information asymmetries can be eliminated or even meaningfully mitigated in an MBO context through either of these procedural moves. Even if information asymmetries could be reduced through process refinements, there are still the practical realities of differential access to management, opportunistic timing, and potential manipulation of the market price that sets the baseline for the deal price. See supra section II.A, pp. 613–19. While admittedly not a perfect backstop, requiring approval from a majority of the unaffiliated shares provides an important protection against an agreement made by a special committee. See supra section III.D, pp. 641–42. In the Dell MBO, for example, it was the threat of a “no” vote from Carl Icahn and Southeastern that caused the final price bump, from $13.65 to $13.83 per share. See supra section I.E, pp. 667–68. This pressure was feasible only because the deal was conditioned upon approval from a majority of the unaffiliated shares outstanding. See id.
a backstop, the doctrinal shift proposed here would impose entire fairness review on transactions where these procedural protections did not exist.

In that fairness inquiry, Delaware courts should use the taxonomy of factors from Part III and the deal process design measures from Part IV to assess whether the process was fair. Courts should keep in mind that not all MBOs are created equal: a go-shop MBO with valuable management that holds 20% of the shares and stands as a net buyer in the transaction is very different from an MBO in which management obtains modest equity stakes after a PE firm has already reached agreement with the special committee. Courts should take these factors into account when applying entire fairness review.

B. Application of Revlon Duties

In addition to the possibility of entire fairness review, Delaware case law imposes Revlon duties in MBOs. 329 In Revlon-land, the Delaware Supreme Court has explained that “[t]he directors’ role remains an active one, changed only in the respect that they are charged with the duty of selling the company at the highest price attainable for the stockholders’ benefit.” 330 While subsequent case law has clarified that a formal “put out the gavel” auction is not required, 331 practitioner and academic commentary makes clear that the core principle — to get the highest possible price — remains unchanged. Joe Flom, a founding partner of Skadden Arps, put it as follows:

The way I look at [Revlon] is very simple. If you’re selling the company, you’ve got to make sure that the premium is realized for your shareholders, because they’re not going to have another chance. So you have to adopt . . . a process, and your judgment is completely critical as to how you’re going to structure it [t]o try to get the best price. 332

Delaware courts have made clear that satisfying Revlon duties requires some kind of market check. 333 As discussed in this Article, the post-signing go-shop process is disproportionately the tool of choice for conducting the market check in an MBO. 334 Delaware courts have
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confirmed that a properly structured go-shop process can satisfy the board’s Revlon duties in an MBO transaction.\footnote{See, e.g., \textit{In re Topps Co. S’holders Litig.}, 926 A.2d 58, 86 (Del. Ch. 2007).}

The findings presented in this Article suggest that courts should not categorically accept the premise that a market check — whether conducted pre-signing or post-signing — satisfies the target board’s Revlon duties. Instead, courts should use the taxonomy of factors presented in Part III to assess the degree to which the playing field is level, and then, in view of this analysis, assess the degree to which the Special Committee has designed the deal process to create a level playing field. To the extent the playing field is not level, courts should encourage (and therefore give special committees backbone for insisting on), for example, a pre-signing market canvass (rather than a post-signing go-shop), cooperation commitments from management, ex ante inducement fees, and information rights (rather than match rights). The point is twofold: (1) a market check can satisfy a board’s Revlon duties only if it is conducted on a level playing field; and (2) it is feasible for special committees to construct a level playing field in MBOs, but only if they use the more potent deal process tools described in Part IV of this Article.

Courts should be particularly wary when management is valuable and/or when management is a net buyer in the MBO. This Article presents theoretical reasons and empirical evidence indicating why these two factors, individually and together, can thwart a meaningful market check. Courts should also be wary of post-signing go-shop processes rather than pre-signing market checks. Particularly when the deal is subject to a pure go-shop, courts should look for more potent deal process design tools in order to mitigate the ticking-clock problem.

\textbf{C. Reliance on Deal Price in Appraisal Proceedings}

It is well documented that the use of appraisal has increased dramatically over the past decade.\footnote{See, e.g., Charles R. Korsmo & Minor Myers, \textit{Appraisal Arbitrage and the Future of Public Company M&A}, 92 \textit{WASH. U. L. REV.} 1551, 1551 (2015) (reporting a “sea change” in the use of appraisal in Delaware).} Factors that have contributed to this increase no doubt include the above-market interest rate provided by the Delaware statute,\footnote{See \textit{Del. Code Ann. tit. 8, § 262(h) (2016)} (shareholders generally entitled to Federal Reserve discount rate plus 5%). Delaware recently enacted amendments to the appraisal statute that seek to reduce appraisal arbitrage motivated primarily by above-market interest rates. See \textit{H.R. 371}, 148th Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Del. 2016) (permitting the surviving corporation in a merger to pay dissenting shareholders a cash amount, and having interest accrue only on any difference between the cash amount and the appraised value).} the endorsement of “appraisal arbitrage”
by the Delaware courts, and the emergence of hedge funds that focus on appraisal. Critics of this development in transactional practice generally argue that it is yet another example of excessive litigation in the M&A context. Proponents argue that appraisal provides meaningful protection for dissenting shareholders in situations where the sell-side process does not constitute a breach of fiduciary duty yet also does not yield fair value.

Delaware judges have an impossible task in appraisal proceedings. In contrast to investment bankers who simply produce ranges for fair value (typically captured on a single PowerPoint slide, known as the “football field,” in their final presentation to the board), Delaware judges are required to produce a point estimate of value. In this artificially precise task, a string of recent Delaware appraisal opinions has relied heavily on the deal price. In principle, this reliance makes sense: “fair value” is inherently amorphous, and if the process is good then a court should feel comfortable deferring to the result of that process.

This Article identifies specific procedural protections that courts should look for before deferring to the deal price. The critical point is this: the price obtained in an arm’s-length deal should be presumed to be fair value, but an arm’s-length deal needs to have procedural pro-
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tions that ensure a meaningful negotiation and a level playing field. For example, a court should be reluctant to presume that fair value was paid to minority shareholders in an ostensibly arm’s-length deal if management is valuable (and continues to be post-closing), the initial deal is subject to a match right, and the termination fee is significant. These features have previously been thought to be sufficiently generic that they do not compromise the arm’s-length nature of the deal. This Article demonstrates why that assumption may be incorrect in some cases.

As with the other reforms proposed in this Part, this narrowing of the reliance on the deal price for appraisal proceedings would have desirable ex post effects (ensuring minority shareholders receive fair value) but also desirable ex ante effects: buyers and sellers seeking to limit their appraisal risk will provide the procedural protections described in this Article, in order to increase the likelihood that the court will presume that the deal price provided fair value in any subsequent appraisal proceeding.

Yet again (one last time), the Dell MBO illustrates these principles. My conversations with senior M&A practitioners during the pendency of the Dell appraisal suggest that many believed that the procedural protections in that deal were sufficient to cleanse the taint of conflict. The existence of the Special Committee, the prolonged negotiation between Michael Dell and that committee, and the fact that several private equity firms contemplated a bid and walked away meant that the best evidence of fair value was the $13.75 deal price. But closer examination reveals that the Special Committee failed to meaningfully mitigate the information asymmetries, the valuable-management problem, management’s financial incentives to discourage overbids, and the ticking-clock problem. Vice Chancellor Laster acknowledged the presence of all four of these factors in the Dell MBO.343 He concluded: “The sale process functioned imperfectly as a price discovery tool, both during the pre-signing and post-signing phases. . . . Because it is impossible to quantify the exact degree of the sale process mispricing, this decision does not give weight to the Final Merger Consideration [of $13.75 per share].”344 Instead, Vice Chancellor Laster used a discount-

343 See In re Appraisal of Dell Inc., No. 9322, 2016 WL 3186538, at *42–43 (Del. Ch. May 31, 2016) (acknowledging information asymmetries); id. at *43–44 (acknowledging valuable-management problem); id. at *43 (acknowledging Michael Dell’s financial incentives to discourage overbids); id. at *40 (acknowledging the ticking-clock problem).
344 Id. at *51; see also id. at *44 (“Taken as a whole, the Company did not establish that the outcome of the sale process offers the most reliable evidence of the Company’s value as a going concern.”).
ed cash flow approach to value Dell at $17.62 per share, 28% higher than the deal price.\textsuperscript{345} Practitioners have argued that the Dell appraisal represents a radical departure from the trajectory of Delaware appraisal case law that deferred to the deal price.\textsuperscript{346} In fact, this Article demonstrates why the decision is highly consistent with the principle that the deal price provides the best indication of fair value if — but only if — it is the result of an arm’s-length negotiation, subject to a meaningful market check.

\section*{CONCLUSION}

This Article identifies four factors that can create an unlevel playing field in MBOs: information asymmetries, valuable management, management financial incentives to discourage overbids, and the ticking-clock problem. This taxonomy of four factors allows special committees to assess the degree to which the playing field is level in an MBO. To the extent that the playing field is not level, this Article provides tools that special committees can use to correct the problem: things like contractual commitments from management that allow the board to run the process; pre-signing rather than post-signing market canvasses; information rights rather than match rights; ex ante inducement fees; and approval from a majority of the disinterested shares. While all of these more potent deal technologies have appeared sporadically over the past decade, they need to be deployed more consistently by special committees, especially when all four of the factors noted above are present. This Article also identifies ways that the Delaware courts can encourage these more potent devices when appropriate: through the threat of entire fairness review, the application

\textsuperscript{345} Id. at *51. Vice Chancellor Laster went out of his way to find that the Dell board did not violate its fiduciary duties. See id. at *29. The fact that the Dell board could fulfill its fiduciary duties and still miss fair value by 28\% highlights the importance of the appraisal remedy — including appraisal arbitrage — to fill the gap between the two concepts. Matt Levine provides a somewhat tongue-in-cheek critique of the decision. See Matt Levine, Michael Dell Bought His Company Too Cheaply, BLOOMBERGVIEW (June 1, 2016, 11:38 AM), https://www.bloomberg.com/view/articles/2016-06-01/michael-dell-bought-his-company-too-cheaply [https://perma.cc/NGG4-NN53] (“The proof that $17.62 was the fair price is that no one was willing to pay it.”).

\textsuperscript{346} See LEWIS R. CLAYTON & STEPHEN P. LAMB, PAUL, WEISS, RIFKIND, WHARTON & GARRISON LLP, CLIENT MEMORANDUM: IMPLICATIONS OF THE RECENT DELL APPRAISAL DECISION (2016), https://www.paulweiss.com/media/3581253/13jun16_dell.pdf [https://perma.cc/PfP8-6Q8J]. In re Appraisal of DFC Global Corp., No. 10107, 2016 WL 3753123 (Del. Ch. July 8, 2016) was the first Delaware appraisal case after the Dell decision. Chancellor Bouchard awarded the petitioners $10.21 per share, which was 7\% more than the $9.50 per share deal price. Id. at *23. Unlike the Dell appraisal, the Court awarded a one-third weight to the deal price. Id. The Court noted: “Although this Court frequently defers to a transaction price that was the product of an arm’s-length process and a robust bidding environment, that price is reliable only when the market conditions leading to the transaction are conducive to achieving a fair price.” Id. at *1.
of *Revlon* duties, and the degree of reliance on the deal price in appraisal proceedings. These refinements to the background corporate law would better reflect the practical realities of MBOs, would mirror the evolution of freezeout doctrine, and would give more leverage to special committees negotiating for such conditions in the first place.

The debate on the effectiveness of procedural safeguards in MBOs, and the desirability of MBOs more generally, implicates more than just wealth transfers between managers and public shareholders. As I have described in prior work, shareholders are willing to take minority positions based on a core expectation that they will be treated fairly. Without legal constraints on opportunistic behavior by a controlling shareholder or management, this basic expectation is defeated. In MBOs, management holds an inside position and can exploit its greater visibility on intrinsic value to execute an MBO opportunistically. Without constraints on such behavior, investors would face a “heads I win; tails you lose” situation: if the company has a strong outlook, management will execute an MBO and take for itself all of the upside. If the company does not, management will allow external capital providers to stay along for the ride. Rational investors, at least over time, would either decline to invest or would pay less for equity positions. The result would be reduced access to capital and/or a higher cost of capital for entrepreneurs.

This Article proposes specific tools for special committees and doctrinal reforms for the Delaware courts that would avoid this outcome. The resulting social welfare effect would be far greater than the effect of the recent reforms in freezeout transactions, for the simple reason that such reforms would affect every public company. Not every company has a controlling shareholder, but every company must have management.